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INTRODUCTION

SECTION 1

This Guide is recommended to give general assistance when designing an external power operated
entrance system. With so many options in all the main areas of design, NO TWO SYSTEMS ARE,
OR HAVE EVER BEEN, IDENTICAL, all having some variation that is normally critical to the
customer’s requirement, system performance and service support.
The main products covered within this guide are AUTOMATIC GATE AND BARRIER SYSTEMS.
More details are available upon request and via our website www.gate-a-mation.com
PLEASE CONTACT US BEFORE THE DESIGN IS AGREED OR ANY WORK BEGINS ON SITE!
We would also appreciate any feedback so that we can continue to improve the service this
document has to offer.
The sooner you make contact the better chance of providing a best-value-for-money, long
term solution across the whole installation (including planning civil and building works).

D.P.E.C. Installation budgets are directly relevant to the long term investment value of all systems.
DESIGN

Has to be 100% exact and suitable for each project.

PRODUCTS

The success and life expectancy of every system is reliant upon the choice of
good products and materials across the entire installation.

EXECUTION

Many skill sets are essential to deliver long term best results.

CARE

Every system requires life long maintenance, service and inspection.
The better the system is, and suited to its environment, the lower the lifetime
ownership costs are likely to be.

SPD Secured by Design (Police Initiative) is aligned within the basic principle of this document.
As are H&SE priorities together with Gate Safe and the DHF TS11 code of practice.

NB All photos are for guidance use only and do not all represent current or recommended practice.
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INTRODUCTION

SECTION 1

THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS GUIDE
Many gate system customers are in fact first time buyers or may have some limited experience with
a previous system. They are often unfamiliar with many, if not all, aspects and requirements
needed for the correct installation of a well-designed, safe and reliable system, that is both
maintainable and fit for purpose.
“A little knowledge may be a dangerous thing,” is very true with this complex subject as
some enquirers gain basic information from a friend or neighbour’s system. People’s site
locations, expectations and needs, vary so widely. Numerous options need to be carefully
considered before a successful result may be found.
e.g. 6” of snow could well cause issues with most domestic and even multi-user systems.
However, a Russian client that has lived in Siberia may consider 6” or even 12” of snow
nothing more than a light dusting and would not accept snow as a reason for the gate not to
operate. Such a customer should then invest in a far greater specification than would normally
be accepted/afforded by most domestic customers in the UK.
Systems offer levels of Safety and Security, as well as many other benefits and occasionally
disadvantages. The right mix is always a balance between options and products throughout
the whole design and any one could cause the entire system to fail jeopardising both Safety
and Security as a direct result.
It remains a fact that; Safety and Security contradict each other with Cosmetics and
Reliability often opposing each other!
Realistic Life Time Ownership Cost, meeting the requirements of up-to-date standards and
H&SE guidelines are a constant challenge. Under engineering is the most common cause of
system failure, poor performance and long-term ownership cost! Short cuts with good
engineering or products, always cost far more throughout any system’s reliable life.
It is vital that your entrance system is and remains safe for you, your visitors and the general
public alike.
This free advice should in the long term, save money and help provide a more reliable and
safer system. It is worth reminding enquirers that ‘Like for Like’ quotes do not truly exist, but
many can be presented to look the same, especially to the un-trained eye!
Most freeholders are not aware that it is THEIR responsibility to ensure their power
operated product is and remains safe. That it is maintained, and any consequential
injury or damage caused from or by it is their liability to defend.
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SKILLS AND TRAINING

SECTION 2

WHAT TRAINING OR QUALIFICATIONS ARE NEEDED?
Contrary to a wide belief, a vast amount of training and industry experience IS REQUIRED by
anyone working on any part of any power operated entrance system.
Skills and Qualifications that should be considered when employing anyone to design, supply,
install or repair any part of any powered entrance system are typically, but not limited to;
Industry approved training course qualification pass (DHF, NSI, Gate Safe, etc.).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Design Knowledge and Assessment
Awareness of Standards and Regulations, DHF TS11 and Gate Safe
Health and Safety Procedures and Practices
Risk Reviewing for Safe System Operation and Advice
Fault Finding and Rectification Skills
Electrical Competency
Civil and Structural Engineering Skills
Landscaping and Drainage Experience
Light Building and Building Regulations
Fabrication, Erection and Welding
Mechanical Engineering Skills
Mathematics i.e. Gate Geometry, Weight Calculations
Carpentry and Joinery
Wide knowledge of Industry Products, Procedures and Best Options
Commissioning Procedures and System Maintenance
Access Control and Telecommunications Interface
Audio and Video, CCTV
Associated Products and Services, Lighting, Alarms, BMS
Making Good and Decoration
Computer Literacy
Lone Worker requirements, Procedures and First Aid
Customer Liaison and Training
Technical File Creation and Management
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SKILLS AND TRAINING

SECTION 2

No one man could be fully skilled with all the above disciplines, but as a team, the company
employed to carry out work on any system should share all the above competencies with
adequate implementation.
Experience across numerous disciplines is essential for customer satisfaction and user safety.

NB Typical industry specific courses include the DHF TS11 of which Gate-a-Mation are founder
members and active supporters of this code.
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PURPOSE

SECTION 3

WHAT THE CUSTOMER WANTS FROM THE SYSTEM
OBJECTIVE
The ‘reason for purchase’ of a system nearly always dictates the system design together
with the controls and equipment used. This can be an issue when the reason for purchase
differs from the requirements of the users. This may best be explained with a developer that
installs entrance gates on a communal entrance so as to maximise appeal and value of
each property within, but with an inadequate budget to invest, the system is more basic,
with limited features, causing user frustration or lack of service/safety.
The objectives of the end user are ultimately the ones that should take preference from the
start: ongoing service and maintenance will be affected by suitable use and wear and tear,
which can be compromised by poor or inadequate performance of a system. Also, carrying
out modifications to a system that is already installed can and often is, far more costly, as
well as inconvenient to all. Access restrictions on a finished development are far greater and
liaison with everyone concerned becomes more of an issue.
Over-complication and unnecessary expense can be avoided if full consideration is made
on the final objective of the system. A view to future needs should be made and if practical,
accommodated for at the start. Future proofing is good practice, but it nearly always
involves some additional cost.
Inherited systems almost always raise questions with new owners and often do not fully suit
their needs and requirements. This situation often needs careful review of the whole system
and modification agreed accordingly.

WHAT THE USER WANTS FROM THE SYSTEM
USER’S REQUIREMENT
The performance of the system should fulfill the needs of the user. Therefore, it should be
designed with the user’s requirements in mind and if possible, by liaising with them. If the
final product does not meet or suit the user’s requirements the system may be assumed
un-fit for purpose and often receive greater daily abuse or misuse as a consequence. This
could result in greater running and maintenance costs, together with repairs that may
otherwise not be necessary.
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

SECTION 4

LAYOUT
It is policy to describe the location of items on any system as ‘viewed from outside’ the property.
Therefore, the position of the component in question, e.g. Key switch may be driver’s side or on
the right hand side, as viewed from the road, not from the property. With systems that are
located within an estate, the outside would be the side furthest from the main building or
nearest to the most local access road off site.

SYSTEM TYPES
A ‘SYSTEM’ includes all the parts and materials used (building, civil, electrical, physical, operators,
command equipment, safety controls, miscellaneous equipment) that combine to complete the
functionality of the power operated entrance product, excluding interface only items.
Overall, the system includes for the local foundations: ducting and cabling, support structures,
fixing and furniture, the gate or barrier together with associated components, the operators and
fixing, the control equipment and complimentary components listed within the system
register/report and other localised listed items that are directly affected by the operation or
function of the system. The exception is items that may influence the operation or use of the
system, that are otherwise independent or stand alone.
e.g. An alarm system may provide a contact for the
system to open, but is not part of the system itself
and as such is usually maintained by others. More
commonly, an audio or video entry system may give
command to open via an interface point, but remains
separate from the entrance system, even if it is
maintained together.
STAND-ALONE

A system is normally a single machine and most
commonly a vehicular control installation, across
a single access route. This is known as a
‘Stand Alone System’.
‘Combination Systems’ are two or more machines
that otherwise work independently of each other,
controlling access, such as a barrier behind a sliding
or swing gate, offering different levels of control at

COMBINATION

given times. Most typically found are a vehicular gate
system working alongside a pedestrian gate system.
Local to each other, they may share some common
controls and be connected by association. This
description can also be used for more than one
vehicular gate or barrier, with or without pedestrian
access, such as separate In and Out gate systems.
COMBINATION
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

SECTION 4

An ‘Air-Lock System’ (involving more than one gate or
barrier, with one having to close before access or
egress is allowed through the other,) is a special/secure
version of a combination system.
Systems may also be linked working together as a
‘Combined System’ e.g. A swing and sliding gate
controlling access across a single entrance way. These

AIR-LOCK

can be created from any two or more types of system.
Bollard systems adding additional security to a gate
system are quite often found.
A solitary gate, pedestrian or vehicular that is located
away from the main system, would not be regarded as
part of any other system, even if it shares the same or
similar commands or communications equipment. Such
a system would require its own identification.

COMBINED

It is important that each system has its own unique
identification number (ID) and if possible, address
reference name (for customer/user identification and
system recognition).
Every system must have its own technical file
containing the ID number and address reference,

SOLITARY

as well as all information regarding the original survey,
estimate, updated estimates, order acknowledgement,
variations documentation, commissioning sheet,
maintenance offer and any following details, repairs
record and modification confirmation.
If the system is inherited and regardless of any file
details existing, a full system report with risk review
is to be undertaken as part of the first visit, as is
practical to do so with an updated file created
accordingly.

ASSORTED
An assortment of different system types may be found
on some sites. Mainly commercial, these are machines
that work toward the owner’s requirement and may
share some common controls or equipment but should
all be regarded in their own individual state, with
technical files on each and individual risk reviews
accordingly.
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

SECTION 4

ASSOCIATED ITEMS
Items such as Garage Door Operators, Security or Fire
Alarm systems, Specialised Access Control and
Surveillance Systems, may be linked to an Entrance
system either directly or indirectly. These items may be
the responsibility of others, but might have an effect on
the performance or operation of the main entrance
system and a consideration of same is to be recorded.

MEASUREMENTS
Most measurements are given in millimetres or metres and are subject to site confirmation.
Gates and Garage Doors are usually measured Width first Height second e.g. 3.6m x 1.8m
the height being 1.8m. Subject to type, Barrier beams can often be measured by opening
width plus the amount lost behind the barrier box itself (the ordering size can therefore be
larger than the opening).
Most gates and doors are square, and this is an important aspect when measuring an
opening for a suitable door or gate size, etc.
With leaning openings, both sides can still be the same width apart, top, middle and bottom,
as each side remains parallel to each other. In this scenario a square gate would not fit, if an
allowance for correction is not allowed. It would have to run up or down from one side to the
other, looking very odd!
To square the opening a measurement between two plumb lines at each point, top, middle
and bottom may establish how much smaller the gate would have been, for it to fit between
the opening and remain horizontal, looking correct. Each side gap would usually become
wedge shape in appearance and liners or infills may be required.

SECURED BY DESIGN
This publication is the Police Authorities official initiative.
Owned by the UK Police Service, and is commonly
recommended as a guide to better security.
Different levels of assessment are used to gauge the force
and effort required to defeat a product in situ. This standard
can conflict with emergency access as well as the ultimate failure status of a system, and as
such, it must be carefully considered according to likely consequence, system reliability, safe
use and performance.
Most gate designs following this guide would automatically comply to a reasonable SBD
standard, subject to their environment and method of use. DHF TS11 code of practice.
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SAFETY BY DESIGN

SECTION 5

RESPONSIBILITY
The more people involved with the design of the whole
system (in situ machine) the harder it is defining
manufacture responsibility. This puts greater focus on the
owner should loss or injury occur, and action is taken.
It is the owner’s duty to ensure the whole system is
maintained to a safe state both manually and powered.
To aid owners with this legal responsibility it is advised that all systems be designed, installed and
maintained by qualified and established companies, willing to take charge of all elements and parts
of the system as is reasonably practical to do so.

SAFETY
Every system should be designed to be as safe as practical in all aspects, and for all users,
bystanders, pedestrians, vehicles or otherwise. Safety requirements can change according to
the location and the number and type of users. An example of this is a gate that may be used by
the public (untrained), or just by a limited group of users (trained).
A focus on reliability and safety first, is always necessary with the objective of addressing
security, cosmetic etc. needs as reasonably practical.

Sometimes, the safe operation of a system may be secondary to its continued functionality, as
the overall operation of the system could provide a greater safety requirement than an individual
aspect that would otherwise appear less safe than it could be! e.g. It is arguably of higher
importance that a level crossing gate closes, with less regard of personal injury than that of a
train hitting a vehicle or pedestrian!
The same may be said of gates securing other areas of potential danger, such as a water
works, military site, or power station, etc. Main roads and child safety can also be issues that
require responsible decision making.
The global overview is very important when selecting and proposing the best safety products
and solutions for any system, as well as their performance and implications on the system in
use. The reliability of the product within its working environment is once again of great
importance.
Seasonal or consequential changes may need to be taken into consideration, as well as any
activity or event held locally, that is not normal or usual. This is typified by such events as the
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SAFETY BY DESIGN

SECTION 5

‘Notting Hill Carnival’ and the extra crowds of people that are attracted. Local football matches,
school events and other activities could bring additional risk issues to a system that would
otherwise go un-considered.
These issues may be short lived and rare, but an effect on the risk and associated
recommendations will need to be considered by all parties. If a potential risk is identified,
however small, it must be dealt with or shown to be a negligible risk.
Safety may be split, but not limited to, two main categories of consequence which must have a
consideration toward pedestrian and vehicular or other users (pets, livestock etc.).

•
•

‘A’ MAJOR AND SERIOUS RISK POTENTIAL
‘B’ MINOR AND NOT SERIOUS RISK POTENTIAL

‘A’ MAJOR AND SERIOUS RISK POTENTIAL
Is the likelihood of serious or life threatening injury from any part of the system whether
operational or otherwise. Most commonly, these areas of concern may involve exposure to
dangerous voltages, excessive force or loads, or any cause that would seriously injure with an
irreversible consequence.
These areas of risk require total protection whereby suitable and appropriate safety measures or
products are to be strongly recommended without fail.
‘B’ MINOR AND NOT SERIOUS RISK POTENTIAL
Is the likelihood of minor temporary injury, such as bruising or scratching. Although not as
serious, they should still be prioritised with suitable recommendations made.
The manual operation of a system is equally as important when forming a risk assessment
and recommendations for the activation and operation of the gates manually need to be
considered accordingly.
Associated equipment may also have an influence on the safe design of a system, e.g. Poor
lighting or other such electrically supplied product that may be located near to, or affected by
the system.
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SAFETY BY DESIGN

SECTION 5

HAZARD CONSIDERATION THROUGH THE DESIGN AND BUILD
OF ALL SYSTEMS
CONSIDERATIONS FOR BOTH OPENING AND CLOSING!
CONSEQUENTIAL
During use of the system, is there any area or part of the
system that may cause injury as a consequence of
operation? e.g. A gate pushing somebody into or over a
hazard, such as a low wall, or into a sharp object, or a door
that opens out into the highway or over a footpath, etc.

CRUSHING
Can the system cause injury by crushing?

CUTTING
Can the system cause injury by cutting?

SHARPS
Are there any sharp areas of the system that can cause injury?

DRAGGING
Could someone be dragged along by the system or into it
causing injury directly or otherwise?
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SAFETY BY DESIGN

SECTION 5

ENTRAPMENT
Can somebody get trapped by the system (in or behind etc.)?

FORCE
Is injury likely to be caused by the force of the system in either direction?

IMPACT
Is impact likely to cause injury during operation of the system? A barrier beam, lift gate or door
coming down?

LOOSE OR WORN
Are there any areas of the system that could cause potential injury now or in the foreseeable
future? e.g. Worn hinges or suspect support structures, loose components or damaged areas,
including faulty parts etc.
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SAFETY BY DESIGN

SECTION 5

FALLING
Could any part of the system fall causing injury or damage?

MAINS POWER
Any risk of injury from mains power exposure? Are all electrical connections fit for purpose? Is
the system isolated and is there a working RCB safety trip installed?

SYSTEM CABLING
Is there any risk of injury from the electrical integrity of the system at any time?

MANUAL SETTING
Is manual operation easy to access, reliable and safe? Could the use of the manual release
cause injury? Are suitable physical limits in place?
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SAFETY BY DESIGN

SECTION 5

SHEARING
Are there any shearing points during operation that could cause injury?

TEMPORARY
The location of a temporary obstacle could cause reason for concern. A skip or pile of building
materials left by the gate could become a temporary hazard and require attending to.

TRIP
Trip hazards should be avoided within the system design where possible (swing gate stops, etc.,
may be a necessity so their size, shape and location should be designed with this in mind). A
separate pedestrian access is always to be recommended with pedestrians encouraged to use it.

HAZARD
Does the system create a hazard in use or during operation? This may be explained by its
sudden unexpected operation and the possibility of consequences arising (an example being
that of a rising bollard or such like, running up without suitable warning for all and being hit
causing damage or injury).
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SAFETY BY DESIGN

SECTION 5

LACK OF SERVICE
A lack of routine inspection, testing, servicing or maintenance can result in deterioration of all
sorts of items, controls and equipment, that could increase the likelihood of injury or damage.
Regular product support is highly recommended, regardless of system type or installation
quality.
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SAFETY BY DESIGN

SECTION 5

SAFETY HAZARD RISK REDUCTION
The risk of injury to persons or damage to property should be regarded as having a similar
need. Although personal injury carries the naturally obvious focus, it is however true that
personal injury may be caused within a vehicle impacting or avoiding impact with a gate
system.
Safety can be provided and perform in differing fundamental ways:
BY DESIGN

Designing the installation to suit safe use

PHYSICAL

Materials that restrict access to areas of safety risk

NON-CONTACT REACTIVE

Products or devices that react without contact

CONTACT REACTIVE

Products or devices that react upon contact

WARNING

Control or flashing lights and signage etc.

INFORMING

CCTV, monitoring and alike.

The type and location of each of these solutions may be reliant upon the users, environment,
reason-for-purpose, or the objective(s) of the system.
Often greater benefit can be achieved with each of the above in the order as shown.
DESIGN should be the first consideration. PHYSICAL would usually be seen next, followed by
NON-CONTACT REACTIVE, before CONTACT REACTIVE. WARNING and INFORMING
would then follow, however some sites required a different priority and for good reason.
e.g. Bollards and Blockers need WARNING high up the list and high security sites may need
INFORMING as a priority. Each site has to be assessed around its own requirements and
owner’s directive.
NB Contact reactive could still cause consequential injury, while performing to the required
standard. e.g. A baby could be flung from a pram when a career is unaware of a closing sliding
gate, while walking through the opening, even though the gate reacted immediately!
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PRIORITISING RECOMMENDATIONS

SECTION 6

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS ON EXISTING OR
INHERITED SYSTEMS
Today’s replacement value of the existing or inherited system should be considered, together with
its likely remaining life expectancy. This may influence any actions taken and what type of
recommendation should be made first.
The system has to be safe in use and for this to be effective, it must also be reasonably
reliable! To achieve customer satisfaction all works and subsequent investment by the owner
may need to be justified and last adequately.
Investing large amounts of money, on a system that would have a short life expectancy could
be criticised and if the system was to fail shortly after, additional works may be difficult for the
owner to accept.
Repairs, modifications and works on an existing installation, will affect the performance of any
re-used or existing items. This effect has been known to be negative as well as positive, and
the likelihood of this may need to be addressed or reported accordingly.
Recommendations concerning risk of injury or damage from the system toward users and
bystanders are to be made formally to the owner, or their agent, for any and all safety
considerations regardless of severity. They should be listed and presented separately in order
of priority, dealing with the most serious first.
Typically, individual areas of concern maybe identified as a HAZARD and each hazard may
have more than one remedy or mitigating solution. Unfortunately, resolving a single hazard
could create or increase the seriousness of another, so all consequential scenarios should be
taken into account before instructing the 1st work. There will need to be adequate
recommendations made in line with the reduction of each.
Each area of consideration or hazard should be prioritised so as to allow financial
consideration on the part of the owner to focus on the bigger issues first. Hazards should be
prioritised in order of effectiveness, suitability, then cost.
Safety recommendations must be made as a priority over all other recommendations unless
reliability has a bearing on safety itself. The onus remains with the owner/users to ensure that
the system is safe for use at all times.
Signage and user training are two more areas of consideration that may need addressing on
each system visit or review, together with user manuals and back-up support services, both
on site and remotely.
Ongoing servicing agreements are a requirement for all systems and the manufacturers’
recommendations for frequency and replacement of components, are to be considered
uniquely to each system and will depend upon variable factors. The type and value of any
agreement is often subject to design, condition, level of use, potential for abuse and
environmental effects.
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
STRUCTURING (SUBJECT TO RISK MATRIX SCORE)
ORDER OF REPAIR OR ENHANCEMENT IMPORTANCE
1st

RELIABILITY

Without reliability, every aspect of the whole system is at risk

2nd

SAFETY

All in order of priority and risk

3rd

SECURITY

Security and Safety often contradict each other and a balance
needs to be made to satisfy the higher priority

4th

CONVENIENCE

Improved user convenience creates happier customers

5th

UPGRADE

New functionality improves the performance and features
across numerous aspects of the system

6th

COSMETICS

A good looking system adds value

Other good questions to consider regarding any work carried out on the system:
n

Is the work worth doing, or should an alternative option be considered?

n

What is the estimated remaining reliable life expectancy of the system, before
and after the proposed work?

n

What are the consequences of the work and should anything else be done or
considered?

n

When the work is successfully finished, will it affect the servicing,
maintenance, running costs, or current contract terms?

n

What else would or could improve the system, or its function and should this
be considered before instructing any proposed work?

n

All work, modifications, additions or up-grades SHOULD NOT make the
installation less safe than before, unless a greater safety need is agreed!

n

All repairs should be recognised as such and hold limited warranty.
Changing or replacing items does not reset the whole installation’s warranty
or life expectancy.
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LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION
LOCAL AREA
The system will need to
work effectively against all
the potential hazards the
local environment will
throw at it.
e.g. An Automatic Lift
Barrier across a car park
opposite a football ground would not be the ideal choice, as fans from the losing team could
vandalise it every Saturday after a match. A durable ‘Fail release’ Automatic Swing Gate could
be more suitable.

ENVIRONMENT
Once again the system
will need to operate against
potential environmental
conditions, such as coastal
weather and salt filled rain,
where the need for galvanising of the metalwork
and detailed finishing is
highlighted. Exposed areas may have high winds that would affect the performance of close
boarded or in-filled gates.
Water tables vary from site to site and from time to time throughout the year, and will affect the
installation and possible performance or reliability of subterranean parts, This is highlighted with
the use of under-gate operators, some of which have a very limited warranty when left immersed
and some cables that are not ideal for long periods of saturation.

LOCATION
The location of the system
may have a bearing on its
safe use and the level of
convenience offered by it.
e.g. Systems installed
adjacent to a main road
could cause an obstruction
if large vehicles are delayed
in gaining access.
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GEOLOGY
The geology of the local
installation may have a
bearing upon the whole
system design and suitability
of any foundations, base or
drainage, etc. required
throughout the life of the
system. Clay and movement,
land fill and other such unstable types, may need to have additional care.

ACCESS
The type of system may well
have a direct effect on
suitable access through the
opening. e.g. a sliding gate
may well be best suited to
control the entrance to a
courtyard, where space is
limited.

LEVEL OF USE
Total operations in an
average day, is a
measurement that is used
for maintenance calculations
and wear and tear, as well
as the type of operator
system design and materials
needed within the physical
element.
Often the assumed level-of-use is lower than evident, once the system has been in for a while.
This usually happens when the original design is for the system to be left open during the day
and only used infrequently. This situation can change with new management or customer need,
such as an increased requirement for revised security or safety purpose.
The number of operations per day is an important part of the design criteria, however an
expectation of increase should always be allowed for.
Saturation of operations is found when users arrive en masse and the system barely completes
one full cycle before starting another. This can happen during rush hour or factory shifts when
the level of use is increased for a period of time. Adequate safety cover is vital during these
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situations, and some systems are designed to control every movement, with others allowing free
egress (the barriers across a Toll Road stop each vehicle so that payment can be made, whereas
a block of flats may wish people to simply leave).
Very high use sites may be designed to control traffic in one direction at a time and also be
faster in operation, so that they avoid unnecessary delay.
Very little use can also cause reliability issues, if it is not considered in the original design (idle
running from the control panel etc. could aid in these cases).
Sites that have a varying level of use can be equipped with a combination system, such as lift
barriers during peak times and gates for more secure periods.

TRAFFIC FLOW
Every site is different and
as such will have its own
restrictions. Two-way traffic
through a single opening is
a commonly found scenario,
however separate entrance
and exit systems are
recommended where the
budget and site layout allow. The level of use and type of traffic will have a bearing on the system
type and its opening size.

TRAFFIC LIGHTS
The long term effect traffic
lights will have on a system
is subject to each site’s
detail. Lights are essential
on systems that retract out
of site, like Bollards or Road
Blockers, so that the user
doesn’t drive into them.
However, when directional traffic lights are used, drivers often follow a ‘Green Light’ without
adequate caution and accidents still happen. Traffic flow mirrors can be a better solution, as
drivers become more cautious.
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ROLLER SHUTTERS
Most roller shutters are
designed to work about 10
times a day and with regular
maintenance may offer
approx. 25 years’ service
(100,000 operations). This
rule is a good guide when
considering a roller shutter
or grille to secure the
entrance to an underground car park. As the number of operations per day increases, the life
expectancy reduces accordingly, however, the risk of abuse and accidental damage increases
dramatically. A shutter serving 50 car park spaces to an office block, may well be subject to
125+ operations a day and as a result, could only be expected to last less than 2.5 yrs.

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS AND THE HIGHWAY
PEDESTRIANS
Pedestrian access through a vehicular route should always
be avoided and actively discouraged. Asking pedestrians to
walk in the roadway is poor practice and may put lives at
unnecessary risk, therefore a separate gate or path is
recommended where possible.
Systems that have to cater for pedestrians should include
adequate safety cover.
Wicket gates (a gate
within a gate) are not
recommended on any
automatic system and
should not be considered
unless, special arrangements are made to disable
the system when the wicket
gate is open. Even then, the
mere fact that inviting someone into a potential danger area of the gates movement, should
be enough to avoid this at all costs and find an alternative solution.
Side or pedestrian gates should be wide enough for use, safe in operation and designed with
disabled persons in mind, with security to suit the design requirement.
A number of automatic systems can be set to allow one leaf to be used for pedestrian use, with
both opening for vehicular access.
If access security is a requirement, there may be a need for self-closing and suitable locking,
both of which could have a bearing on the construction and mounting of the gate.
Manual gate closers, either above or below ground, will require set geometry of the gate and as
such are best allowed for at the original design stage.
Automatic controls may be added to pedestrian gates and will require suitable hinges, subject
to type, with specific consideration given to intended users including the disabled.
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PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TYPES
OPEN OR FREE ACCESS
Where there is a gap in the boundary or around the entrance and there is no restriction of
pedestrian access.

SHARED OR COMBINED ACCESS
Where the same entrance system is used for both vehicular and pedestrian access. This can be
limited pedestrian use with full vehicular use, when the system only opens part way as required.

COMBINATION ACCESS
Where there is a dedicated side gate or other such pedestrian only route, created nearby the
vehicular one.

ALONE OR STAND-ALONE ACCESS
Where the pedestrian access is removed or away from the vehicular entrance.

PEDESTRIAN CONTROL – UNRESTRICTED
Where there is free access in and out through the pedestrian route or gate.

LATCH
A basic low security locking facility that may only restrict access of small children or stop the
gate blowing in the wind. This could also be used from a single side of the entrance only, if free
access in one direction is needed.

RESTRICTED
Where the pedestrian route is controlled in one or both directions, Entry and/or Exit, according
to the owner’s requirements.

LOCKING
The type of securing required and allows fail secure or fail release, dependent upon the needs
of the site.

TIMED
Where any mode of operation is controlled or overridden during time periods as required.
Tradesman access is a typical use of such a facility.

CLOSER
A device or hinge arrangement that closes the gate after it has been opened or vice versa, as
an opener (alarm release), if so required.

POWERED
When the pedestrian system has its own operator or controls that move it as required, without
manual aid.

SPRUNG
When the gate (or similar) is held under load (pre sprung) and may open or close during a
situation. An example is fire doors, normally held back, but release under their own control
during an alarm state, etc.
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SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION AND CRITERIA
LEVEL OF USE AND LIKELY MISUSE OR ABUSE (MAN-MADE OR FROM
NATURAL CAUSES)
DOMESTIC
A domestic system is
usually one that is installed
across an access way of
a single private dwelling,
normally low usage, up to
20 operations a day and
used with reasonable care.

RESTRICTED
Private would usually be a domestic installation located within a private estate, often serving a
secondary access point.

MULTI-USER
A multi-user system is usually residential, which more than one/two families would use. Also, it
could be used as an access point to premises used for light private business and family
residence.
The number of dwellings or parking availability for the site, usually provides a fair guide to the
expected level of use a system should be designed to deal with (3 or 4 times each space for
residential and 4 to 6 times for commercial).
The typical usage level for a multi-user site is assumed to start at 20-60 operations a day as a
minimum, going up to saturation at about 300 operations (but not usually over 200).
Due to the higher level of use and subsequent additional misuse all multi-user systems should
be designed to withstand more abuse and continue working against tougher conditions than
that of a domestic system.
The likelihood of damage is greater and the demands on the system higher, therefore every
element of the design is usually more robust to suit. Accidental damage or vehicular impact
are also more likely so a
margin of error should be
accommodated.
The consequence of the
system’s performance often
affects more people so that
the failure status and mean
time to repair (MTTR) should
be a major consideration within the original design. The more people that are inconvenienced
the bigger the demand. A suitable system support agreement should be provided to ensure
adequate service and continued operation accordingly (hotels, hospitals, etc.).
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PUBLIC
Typical public locations are
areas where there may be
a higher level of general
public presence as users
and/or by-standers.
Schools, hospitals, sports
centres etc. are such
locations where young or vulnerable users and by-standers are often in the vicinity, so additional
care in system design is needed.
Estimated levels of use will vary according to periods of access required and often become
considerable.

COMMERCIAL
A commercial system is one
that caters for business,
commercial or a mix of
either type traffic and is
light industrial, usually
wider and sometimes taller.
Retail or business parks
and similar developments
may have staff access or restricted parking control systems that are neither wholly residential
nor industrial.
The typical level-of-use is assumed to be similar to a multi-user system catering for the same
capacity of users.
These systems often cater for a constant flow of users throughout the day and therefore, pose
heavier workloads on any entrance.
The attitude of the users can be more demanding on the products and the need for security
greater, once again resulting in a higher design and engineering specification to suit.

RESTRICTED COMMERCIAL
Would usually be an installation located within a commercial site, often serving a lesser used
secondary point.

INDUSTRIAL
An industrial system is often
exposed to longer durations
of heavier traffic, machinery,
and daily abuse than a
commercial system. It could,
however, simply have a
greater security or safety
purpose, such as a military
site or location of higher danger to the public like a power station, water works, railway or similar.
Industrial systems should be designed to deal with ‘worst case’ conditions and levels of abuse,
allowing for a far stronger physical product and controls.
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RESTRICTED INDUSTRIAL
Would usually be an installation located within an industrial
site, often serving a lesser used secondary access point.

BUSY
A busy location is often one
that has a mixture of uses
and needs. It may be
subject to varying demands
during different times of the
day, or days of the week. In
such installations the whole
system design should cater
for the most extreme or demanding of needs anticipated.
Levels of use should also focus on the most active demands that would be placed upon the
system.
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WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN DURING SYSTEM OR POWER FAILURE?
FAILURE STATUS
The failure status is a critical feature in respect to the long-term reliability of the system and its
vulnerability to abuse. It determines whether the system fails ‘Secure’ or ‘Release’ during a
complete power down state. Battery back-up is used as an aid during supply failure, but it too
could run down or fail and the state of the system would conclude one way or the other.

FAIL SECURE
Fail secure means that the system is held locked, usually closed, during a power down/cut.
Access is only gained by use of a release key or device. This usually means that the
operators are direct locking or non-reversible and is common in ‘domestic’ installations.
However, any undue force placed upon the gates will be directed to the operators accordingly
and subsequent damage to the operator or its fixings is highly likely.

FAIL RELEASE
Fail release means that the system comprises non-locking operators and relies upon a
supplementary magnetic lock, which would automatically unlock during a power down/cut.
Access is very simple in that the user can pull or push the gate to its open or indeed closed
position. This is common and an essential requirement in ‘multi user’ installations. Additional
advantages are that any undue force placed upon the gates will not result in damage to the
operator or its fixings, and no special knowledge is required.

BATTERY BACK-UP
Battery back-up is used in a number of ways, sometimes providing a limited supply for the
whole system, but often by giving a temporary supply to a component, e.g. Supplementary
locking or an Audio link facility. It is important to remember that the battery will run down so
that the failure status should be considered without battery assistance (often a supply fault
can be hidden until the battery runs flat). Most commonly used on low voltage systems
12/24v.
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LOGIC:
HOW SHOULD THE SYSTEM WORK WHEN GIVEN COMMAND
LOGIC
The operational logic of the system is the cycle of events through which it runs. There are
varied ways in which a system works, but most commonly used is ‘Fully Automatic Logic’ the
next is ‘Semi-Automatic Logic’.
The type of logic should not negate the need to allow for adequate safety within the
system design, as circumstances can arise within any of the logics, which could cause
heightened risk.

FULLY-AUTOMATIC
Once the system is given a Command to open, it will open, pause, time-out and close
automatically (most user friendly).

SEMI-AUTOMATIC
Command to open and Command to close is needed with this logic. (Not suitable in multi-user
installations).

HOLD TO RUN
Constant control over the command of the system is by Hold/push to run. Commonly known
as ‘dead man’s operation’. (Used in manned control sites, most often by a trained operator).

OTHER LOGIC
Other logics are used but most of them are variations of the main three as listed above.

LOGIC CHANGE
It is possible on many systems to change the logic from one setting to the other. The controls
and equipment may need to be attended to in line with the type of change needed.
Hazards can be removed, created or their severity altered with a change of system logic.
All users will need to be retrained every time the logic is changed, with all consequences
considered and a full review of the systems safe use undertaken, both for powered as well
as manual use!
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WHAT IS NEEDED IN PREPARATION FOR THE AUTOMATION OR
INSTALLATION OF THE SYSTEM IN SITU
TOOLS
All tools used during any works should be suitable and
fit for purpose with any safety testing undertaken so as
to meet safe contractor guidelines and the H&SE
requirements.

SITE HAZARDS
Care and precaution must be taken for the safety of
everyone throughout any works on site. Open trenches and foundations as well as any area of
concern must be adequately protected from any personal injury or damage to property.
All dangerous hazards must be identified, and the safe protection of persons catered for
adequately throughout the project. Water, Gas, Electric and similar supplies must be eliminated
from injury risk as required by the H&SE safe working practices.
Plans of services layout may be obtained, but assumptions as to the correct and safe
whereabouts of all services must not be relied upon and test equipment (CAT scanning or other
suitable approved) used in every case to confirm safe excavation throughout.
Before site excavation begins, the location and direction of all services must be clearly marked
out (on the surface) and turned off, where they may fall within 500mm of the planned
excavation or effects thereof.
At all times, intermittent scanning of the working area should be carried out until the excavation
is completed. Services found, should be approached carefully and exposed from the side, not
from above.

CIVIL WORKS
Civil or groundwork should be carried out in accordance with local authority approval and
guidelines where reasonably practical to do so, with the finish completed to a state equal or
better than had existed beforehand.
Scanning and all H&SE disciplines need to be followed throughout.
All waste must be removed under appropriate license and disposed of in accordance with
regulations and approvals.
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Any plant and machinery used must be suitable and fit for purpose at all times, with adequate
protection and safety to all catered for accordingly.

GROUND LEVELS
‘Ground levels’ have a direct effect upon the success of any system’s design and its
performance. ‘Flat’ ground throughout is the ideal, however ‘Rising’, ‘Falling’, Sloping side to
side’, ‘Cambering’ and ‘Uneven’ are all types of surface conditions that require special
attention.
Levels that rise, or fall or both, through opening and closing may cause concern. As vehicles
travel through the opening, ground clearance to the underside of each changes. This should
be a consideration in the system design.
Gravity and natural forces are a major consideration when designing the physical element
(gates and supports) and need to be identified as so when using manually or should the
control mechanism fail. Rising hinges or tracks running up or down should be avoided.

Sliding gates and gates using offset geometry are of real concern when levels are an
obstacle. Landscaping where able, to ensure the gate travels over level ground (ramps or
gullies are usually a solution for this). Offset geometry gate leaves should be counterbalanced
so that gravity assistance in the downward direction is neutralised for both manual as well as
automatic use.
Often with swing gates, the closed position under gate gap is required to be reasonably low
(10-75mm and less at the point of a center stop). This will have an additional effect on ground
clearance for vehicles and should be allowed for within the design. It is not unusual for ground
movement throughout the year to vary ground levels and in such cases, additional work may
be required to minimise any negative effect on system performance.
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DRIVE SURFACE
Stable drive surfaces are important for a number of reasons as they often carry some of the
control equipment that can be sensitive to damage or movement.
Loose drive surfaces such as pea shingle, unmade roads and suspect foundations are to be
carefully considered. If the sub base is sound then the surface material should be more suitable,
unless the driveway is on a slope! With sloping drives and a loose surface, low sloping ramps, or
rumble strips similar to a
‘sleeping policeman’ can be
installed, under the gates
closed position and
elsewhere, so as to help
prevent the surface material
from washing away, or being
dragged down the drive.
Loose drive surfaces may well require higher levels of maintenance and this is often the case
where under gate gaps can cause an issue and the surface is reduced or becomes
an obstruction to the gate. Stones catching a gate leaf can stop the gate in either direction
affecting the performance of the system.
A poor sub-base is to be avoided and is more likely to be affected by ground swell during flood
or heavy frost, with drive movement (expansion or contraction) often hindering the performance
of the system.
The thickness and type of the surface material can have a direct effect on some control
equipment’s performance and sensitivity. This is important as it will relate to a number of areas
including reliability, safety, and security, as well as convenience.
Heated driveways and other external influences such as buried high voltage supplies and radio
interference etc. that could have an effect on system operation, if located within or near the
system, should be identified and accounted for within the final system design.
The type of driveway finish may also have an effect on the products used as well as the
physical build of the system and should be considered/agreed. This is highlighted where safety
response from a moving obstruction may be adversely affected (e.g. a slippery surface with
loop safety location/positioning).
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LANDSCAPING
Any landscaping of an entrance or its surroundings should be planned and built with full regard
to the automatic system that has been, or is to be installed. The consequences arising for both
the operation of the system and the user’s requirements should be fully accounted for as well
as any other environmental considerations that could affect the system’s performance.

CABLE RUNS
Electrical standards and good design practice must be applied to the gates power supply,
similarly the control systems wiring including low voltage cabling. Where there is an inheritance of
any existing cables these
should be properly tested,
because if faulty, or poorly
installed, they could cause
injury either directly or
indirectly from the system
or associated/connected
equipment.
Power supply cable runs, and terminations must adhere to the latest approved standards.
Mains supply power should be a dedicated supply limited to the entrance system itself and not
shared with other systems such as lighting, and is to be adequately protected both mechanically
and electrically.
Local and accessible (to engineers, not for free public use) isolation of the mains power supply is
to be made at both source and system.
All cable runs should be planned and installed using suitable externally rated cables of adequate
core dimension (with spare cores where possible), together with suitable and durable fixings,
glands and connectors.
NB Internally rated cables
(usually white) do not last in
a damp environment and
will allow moisture to cause
problems. Intermittent faults
and system failure are
common outcomes.
Ducting should be of a suitable size and type. ‘Flexible Anti-Crush type’ with sweep bends, no
elbows and adequate access for servicing, with suitable draw cords.
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Trenched cables should be buried at an adequate depth with suitable cable tape and
appropriate markings.
Surface fixed, conduit or tray fixed cables should be fully fit for purpose, installed to current
standards and with adequate mechanical as well as electrical protection.
A plan of all cable routes should be made and recorded in the technical file.
It is recommended that a common colour code be adopted across all systems that have similar
equipment and or controls so as to achieve recognised conformity between sites (e.g. the radio
receiver unit C1 wires back to the control panel using the same colour cores each time, or the
safety photo-switches S1 being wired in similar colour cores on all systems installed by the
same company).

SUPPORT STRUCTURES
The support structure of every system, whether it be a gate post/pier or barrier stand, is one of
the most important parts of the system. Its stability directly affects the performance and reliability
of the system.
Leaning, cracked, rotten,
damaged or bent posts/piers
may cause the gate to fail
as will inadequate fixing or
foundation.
Integrity of support is not
just for the hanging of the
gate itself but must allow
for a reasonable safety
factor, in a likely abusive
situation. Children climbing
or swinging on a gate is
always likely, as well as
minor vehicular impacts!
Alignment of supports is equally as important, so the fixing, foundation and surrounding base
material are all details that require consideration. It is reasonably common place (on existing
systems) for one support to be out of alignment with the other, for numerous reasons.
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Suitable and adequate foundation is required for each support and often, deeper foundations, a
link beam, or diagonal support may be needed to ensure long term stability.
Foundation depth for a domestic system gate support, is recommended at 1m +/- subject to
location and for multi-user or light commercial at 1.2/1.5m +/- subject to location.

LINK BEAMS
Are used to fix support
posts together underground (above or below
duct level, beyond base
and finish) and most
commonly across the drive,
where the terrain may be
suspect. New build on rural
locations, or drop offs close to the entrance are typical conditions. Landfill and new or unmade
roadways can be less stable over the course of time as well as water table effects and
terrain/surfaces that react poorly in extreme weather conditions.

DIAGONAL BRACE SUPPORTS OR SPREAD BEAMS
Are used when a link beam
is not practical or sufficient.
Their aim is to spread the
loads from the gate and
ensure system stability
throughout.
Piers and columns are
usually inadequate as
support alone due to their
inherent weakness during
impact or force and suitable
steel support, either within
or external, should be
provided.
Steel posts are the ideal
form of support as they
provide numerous technical benefits as well as cosmetic and maintenance/repair advantages.
Welding fixings to steel rather than plating and fixing to weaker masonry is an obvious one.
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Steel posts also allow hidden and serviceable cabling and fixings for equipment.
The shape of the support structure should not allow un-necessary trap points between itself and
the gate hanging from it.
The position and location of every support together with the gate hinge/fixings and operator used,
will affect the potential opening angle of the system as well as other areas of possible entrapment
and should be designed accordingly.

Detailed piers with stepped features look good but can create a trap point during operation of
the system. Steels between the piers, much like the border around a picture, often provide the
technical benefits and allows the piers to provide the cosmetic requirement with reduced safety
risk.
Existing support structures can often look ideal, but investigation is needed as they were probably
not built for automation and as such compromises may be evident. New pointing on old piers is
one disguise that can cause piers to fail and, in some cases, become unsafe. Walls that have
stood for years can be weakened by the constant use of automatic gates, wind battering or unreported abuse.

EXISTING GATES
Modifications to existing gates are necessary for the long term reliability of the system and need
to be carried out so as to achieve satisfactory performance and safe operation throughout the life
of the system.
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BUILDING WORKS
Local building work affecting the gate installation should be carried out with all the needs of the
system considered.
Relationships between the building works and system installation are greater than may be first
assumed and good planning for each, is advised.
To avoid site damage, it is often
recommended that the gate installation
work is programmed towards, or at the
end of a project, after heavy vehicular
access or deliveries have finished.
Some system components may need
to be fixed into, on, or adjacent to,
associated structures or within the drive
surface, etc. Good liaison between all
parties is important for a successful
finished product that can be suitably
maintained.
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CONSEQUENTIAL ISSUES TO BE AVOIDED
NOISE TRANSFER
Noise can be transferred directly from any system to a neighbouring property. Every site has its
own characteristics and there is almost no guarantee against noise transfer. However, basic
steps can be taken. The first is to avoid direct or indirect connection of the gate or operator onto a
neighbouring property or living accommodation through use of free-standing supports. The next is
to keep all contact points away from said property. (Free standing stops and locks). Avoid the use
of shared foundations or fitting close to attached items (railings, walls, fencing etc.).

LOCAL NOISE
Local noise is more common at night when all sound is exaggerated. Therefore the location of the
system and its type need to be considered carefully, especially near living accommodation. The
vehicles using the system are also likely to make some noise, together with any communications
product (Audio entry link system).

IMMOVABLE OBJECTS
All sorts of immovable
objects need to be
considered when designing
a system.
Local trees with roots and
branches in the way, high
voltage underground cables
or drains, gas pipes, street
lighting cables and water mains are all commonly found. With this in mind our recommendation is
to erect the support structures before completing the manufacture of the gates, in case size
alterations are required.
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POTENTIAL HAZARDS
It is wise to look forward and
investigate if there are any
plans to carry out local
changes that may affect the
performance of the system,
e.g. High-way alterations,
re-landscaping or a new
driveway etc.

CHANGE OF USE
Systems have found
themselves problematic due
to customers changing the
‘type of use’ an entrance
was designed for. It is
recommended that any
potential change of use be
discussed with the client
and options given early on. A lot can often be done to accommodate a change of use when the
right system layout, equipment, ducting and cables are allowed for.
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PHYSICAL ELEMENT
THE GATE, BARRIER, ETC. COMPLETE WITH SUPPORT AND FURNITURE
SUPPORT STRUCTURE
Every support needs to carry its own load with allowance for a reasonable margin of error and
safety. Just holding the product/gate, is not satisfactory, as external forces and operational
loads constantly increase the minimum requirement.

SNAP
Is the phrase used for a gate/barrier moving in one direction and having to stop, returning
immediately. This is most often found when the system is running one way and safety requests
an immediate change in direction, to stop vehicular or pedestrian impact. This change of
direction increases load to the operator exponentially and is relative to the speed of travel, size
and weight of the physical element (gate or beam etc.). This load is directed straight through
the operator to its fixings, so this point of contact needs to be secure. With the operator fixed to
the support post, this whiplash effect can rip it free if not fixed correctly.
Free standing box section steel support posts with duct entry and inspection plates, concreted
well into a suitable and stable foundation are the most ideal and technically beneficial product
and always recommended. Masonry or timber may be added for cosmetic reasons, but is best
not to be solely relied upon.

Timber posts are often used and can give a suitable support, however their life expectancy as
well as their failure rate is of mid to
long term concern. As timber is a
live material it is affected by
chemical reaction, structural
degradation, moisture and extreme
weather conditions far more than a
steel post would be. Twisting,
splitting, expansion and contraction
are areas of concern that can directly affect the performance of the system.
Piers, columns, walls and other such structures, made from any masonry material, are only as
strong as their own construction/condition and that of their joining compound. Fixing points
(gate hinge or operator etc.) could be weaker than anticipated. Such fixings should be spread
over a suitable area (via wall plates) with the right type of fixing (chemical resin type usually
recommended) to ensure stability. Steel posts built inside the support structure can be an
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adequate solution, but
to ensure best integrity
the construction of the
foundation as well as the
pier/wall etc. would need
to be carried out in stages,
to accommodate the
system requirements.

GATE SHAPE
It is usual policy for gate designs to be classified by shape without regard to decoration. Spikes,
scrolls, finials, and alike are often disregarded in respect to sizing or style categorisation.
The shape of a gate leaf should be a consideration within the system design. The loads taken
by the fixings and support structure can be affected by the shape of the gate. Gates of a similar
construction made from the same materials can pose different stresses and effects on a system
if they are of different shapes. A gate that rises in the middle (Bow Top), or falls at the hinge
end, can create an increased cantilever effect on the hinge and support than that of a flat top
(Flat Top) gate or one that swoops down toward the middle (Swallow Top). It is the effect
weight has over distance from the hanging style of the gate and this contributes to the
operational snap of the system as well as the load on the fixings and support structure.

The wider the opening the greater this effect becomes and needs to be allowed for within
the whole system design.
The most common shapes of gate are as the three listed above, Bow, Flat and Swallow
top, with other common shapes being ‘Dip’ a type that is level from the hinge stile before
dropping toward the center. ‘Step’ is the opposite of Dip and steps up towards the center.
‘Swoop or Double Dip’ has each leaf or half with its own dip towards the center and rise at
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GATE SIZE
The opening width of a gate system or barrier is the most important factor concerning the
operational benefit and reliable life expectancy of the operator and physical fixings of the
system. The wider the opening the more power is needed to move the gate as well as slow it
and send it the other way. The kinetic energy of the gate moving one way to stop, and return is
greater as the width and weight of the object increases. Therefore, wide or heavy gates pose
greater needs on the system and a wide heavy gate can be an issue for most operators,
especially under-gate units.
Wind resistance and other such external forces will have a direct bearing on the performance,
life expectancy and reliability of the system, and the greater the surface area of the gate, the
more pronounced this effect. The shape of the gate or detail within (drag factor) is therefore
important to the success of the system.

Some systems are fitted with by-pass valves or electronic cut out devices to allow the system
to cut out in the event of meeting an obstruction. In conditions of high wind, close board and
sheeted gates can be caught by the wind and not fully open or close as the wind pressure
changes and this force may be considered by the system to represent an obstruction.

Height is of less technical importance than width, but should be accounted for within the design
accordingly. Height is an issue with most planning departments and consultation with the local
planning officer is always
recommended beforehand.
Once again the decorative
elements (spikes, scrolls
and alike) may be
disregarded as long as
they are not excessive?
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Domestic

3-4m wide x under 2m high

Multi-user

4-5m wide x under 2.5m high

Commercial

4.5-6m similar to multi-user x 3m +/- TBA

Industrial

Subject to requirement and controls availability.

Larger openings are often requested and can be accommodated, however additional features
and care are needed to compensate for the increases. The larger the gate leaf, the greater
the force is needed from the operator to move it, in both directions and leads to conflict with
force testing and recognised safety requirements accordingly.

Dual directional traffic, through a single entrance, at the same time is not recommended.
Therefore, the maximum multi-user width should be less than 6m wide. This can aid traffic
calming by slowing users to a more acceptable speed.
If dual directional traffic at the same time is required, the opening should be split by a traffic
island and comprise two
single file carriageways,
large enough to suit all user
vehicles without restriction
(Two 3.5+m wide gates,
ideally 2 pairs of gates, with
a 600+mm wide island
between).
Small openings are occasionally called for and the minimum width is often denoted by the
type of vehicle using it. Most modern vehicles require a minimum clear opening of 2.5m but
our recommendation is to increase this where possible up to the 3.6m domestic ideal. Field
gates traditionally have only been about 3m wide and as such are reasonably suitable in their
location (subject to access).
Tight openings often require
vehicles to approach head
on, so any turning
requirement before or after
the opening, must be
considered accordingly.
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SLIDING GATE WIDTH RECOMMENDATIONS
Subject to type, the width of a sliding gate is less important than that of swing gates and
as such domestic widths can usually range between 3 – 6m. Multi-user, commercial and
industrial are usually wider to suit.
All sliding gates require an overhang for support in the closed position and this must be
allowed for.

It is recommended that all openings cater for single file traffic use. Even on multi-user
sites two-way flows through the same opening at the same time are to be avoided.
Making the opening extra wide, to accommodate two vehicular users at the same time
is often unsafe and unnecessarily expensive as well as costly to repair and maintain.
If simultaneous two-way use is needed through any one entrance, the whole system should be
designed with a traffic island splitting a dual system, allowing entry though one side and exit
through the other,
independently. This is only
practical if the overall
width of workable area
exceeds 9m and allows for
two 3.8m plus clear
openings with an Island of
about 600mm plus, and
suitable curbs.
Some sites (mainly commercial) may have the need to close off a larger area outside normal
working hours and this could include a second or third much wider system, in front or behind
the main entrance. If this
is the case, numerous
decisions need to be
made over the use and
interaction of the controls
and equipment of all the
systems and the effect one
may have on the other.
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GATE MATERIAL
As successful automation
relies upon sound stable
engineering, the material
used needs to be stable.
‘Metal’ is always
recommended over
‘Timber’ as it is usually
stronger and far more stable. With timber gates there is always a compromise between cosmetic
looks and system reliability. Timber is a live material that is always moving and will often split and
crack naturally, even without automation. However, automation of timber products can accelerate
natural movement.
A combination of materials is also used and assuming metal provides the structural integrity,
timber, glass, plastic etc. parts can be added to give the cosmetic or other benefit required.

Some timbers are more suitable than others for staining or painting and some better for oil or
leaving natural. If a timber gate is required, we would request knowledge of the customer’s end
finish requirement, so that the best materials may be suggested.

GATE CONSTRUCTION
Every gate should be constructed to suit the material used, within the opening size required.
The environment it is expected to perform in, the level of use and likelihood of abuse
throughout the years, should be of high consideration, along with local annual events,
seasonal changes, method of use, etc. and life expectancy of the whole system.
Detail and design should suit the operational needs of the system and any feature that could
become a hindrance to the safe use or performance of the system should be avoided (wicket
gate, loose fixtures or fittings, etc.).
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Open bars should be spaced to avoid possible entrapment. Vertical gaps would ideally be no
more than 100mm.

METAL GATES
Should be constructed to suit the opening size and method of control. Welded rectangular or
square hollow section outer frame of 40mm plus, is recommended on domestic sites, together
with medium/thick wall hollow section elsewhere (to avoid excessive weight and yet aid in
stability). Gates for Multi-user or commercial sites should be constructed using larger sections
and for industrial sites, should be larger and stronger again.

WROUGHT IRON, CAST IRON AND SOLID CONSTRUCTION GATES
Can all be automated, but more care and consideration are needed in the whole system design.
These types of construction are usually far heavier and, in some cases, more fragile, with more
complicated fixing and hanging requirements than for mild steel and hollow section build.
The weight of each gate has a direct bearing on the ‘Snap’ loads in operation and as such
require stronger automatic operators or motors.
The level of use and width of opening are particularly important with such gates and as such
they are not ideally suited to High use, Multi-user, Commercial or Industrial sites.
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SOLID NATURAL TIMBER GATES
Will all move as timber is/was a live material and to avoid some of this, each gate leaf should
be constructed with a minimum suitable frame size of 70mm plus. Alternatively, a steel frame
or reinforcement can be incorporated within the gate design. Moisture content throughout the
year will undoubtedly influence the size and shape of each gate leaf and as such will affect the
performance of the system in some way. General Oak gates can be most prone to movement
and splitting (shake) is commonplace, in fact it is the feature about Oak most people love in old
buildings, as they twist and crack, giving real character. If Oak or similar is required, all such
customers should be advised of this natural tendency that is usually uncontrollable.
Grain and grade are critical with these timbers.

MANMADE TIMBERS
Are available such as
Tricoya or Accoya that can
be more suited to external
use and are known to be
more stable for use
according to build and
finish.

COMBINATION MIX
Gates with metal plus
timber, or alternative
cladding or decoration
should be constructed
to allow for reasonable
stability from the metal
with minimum disruption
from the timber/other material long term.

CLAD GATES
Are usually an exposed
metal frame that has
cladding added and often
(but not always) on one
side only.
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SKELETON GATES
Are usually gates that are made of a core of metal that is encased in cladding so that the metal
frame becomes the gate’s skeleton.

Close Board Infill, Sheeting or Cladding should be avoided where practical. They can provide
privacy and some noise reduction, but create problems with wind resistance and system
performance, especially in exposed locations. Palisade gates and similar shaped Infill, create
high levels of drag against the wind and as a result, have significant problems in windy
conditions.

FURNITURE AND HINGES
All gate system furniture should be designed and installed suitable for both the automatic and
manual use of the system, allowing for numerous more operations than its otherwise fully
manual equivalent, throughout the life expectancy of the system.
The furniture often carries the operator and therefore, takes the stresses and loads of control
from the operator, through to the gate. The size and shape of the furniture needs to be large
enough to spread this force across a suitable area of each gate.

The hinges should be of a high use type, suitable for the proposed method of control,
adequately maintainable (sometimes needing to be adjustable) and securely fixed to a stable
structure. Their design and installation should allow for free, non-restricted operation and the
geometry should avoid risk of entrapment.
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Anti-theft protection is advised, but not the reversing of the top hinge which has been
engineered to weather a reasonable expected level of abuse and wear without failure. A safety
hinge and/or a safety strap is recommended within the latest standards, especially if the
engineering adequacy of the existing hinge is in doubt. A preventive measure to avoid the gate
falling as a result of hinge failure.

Working tolerances (gaps) should be of a functional size, allowing for anticipated weather
conditions (snow, ice, wind, rain, direct summer sun light etc.). However, they should also be
designed so as to avoid any safety concern that could apply to users, including pedestrians.
A consideration toward pets and other animals is also required.

TRACK AND RACKING
Sliding gate tracks should be securely installed onto a suitable base with adequate foundation
that is strong enough to withstand not just the gate itself, but all traffic requirements of the
entrance. The design of all tracking and foundation should allow for all types of traffic that may
need to maneuver through the opening, e.g. Heavy goods vehicles, dust carts, removal lorries,
delivery vehicles, builder’s lorries etc.).
The racking should be securely fixed to the gate in a safe and functional position, so as to
allow for servicing and maintenance.

GATE STOPS
Every gate should be designed with suitable stops at both ends of travel, whether they be
physical or electronic in operation, a fixed stop for manual operation is recommended. In the
case of sliding gates, physical gate stops MUST be installed to prevent the gate being moved
from its support arches when in manual mode.
By their very existence, stops can be a hazard to users and should be positioned to be as safe
in use, as is practical. Centre stops on swing gates are a real concern to users and their
location (height out of the ground) is often subject to ground levels and leaf swing clearances.
For vehicular clearance, the maximum projection out of the ground should be no more than
70mm (subject to drive condition and levels) and it should be rounded off, avoiding any sharp
edges that could damage car tyres.
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Stops should be faced with a noise absorbing material
where practical and be securely fixed so that minor impact
can be withstood. Thousands of operations from the gate
would otherwise weaken or damage the stop causing system
malfunction or poor performance.
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DECORATION TO PROLONG SYSTEM LIFE AND PERFORMANCE
FINISHES
Gates can be left natural or finished in a variety of ways, all of which should be suitable for the
surroundings and method of use. Finishes should prolong the life of the physical element
(gates, support, furniture, stops, etc.) and be maintainable where practical.

Timber products are live materials that absorb and release moisture throughout varying
weather conditions, they are normally either softwood or hardwood and each can have special
requirements when being finished or prepared for finish.
Pressure impregnation is highly recommended with softwood as the treatment usually
penetrates deeply into the material, offering a greatly increased life expectancy. As well as
advantages there are also disadvantages and softwood often has a larger grain that may not
be everyone’s first choice and hardwood does not pressure impregnate the same way.
Impregnated timber may need to cure before further decoration should be applied.

Any painting of timber should only be undertaken once the material is found suitable and by
using micro porous type paints that allow the timber to breath.
Hardwood comes in many forms and all have features that can have a bearing on the type and
method of finish. Timbers with high sap content or natural oil, pose challenges and should be
considered beforehand within the system design.

Oak is a challenge as it’s characteristic for splitting (shake) and twisting that gives great
character to old buildings, can make it complex to maintain, requiring additional effort and
maintenance. However high-grade hart grain Oak from selected sources can be used.
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Timber gate furniture should also be adequately treated, so that it does not react badly.
Metal gates have numerous finish options that range from a natural state (rusty, blemished,
etc.) subject to the material used, through to high decoration in a variety of colours.
Galvanising (metal treated with zinc) also has different forms and finishes i.e. hot dip, hot zinc
spray, cold spray, etc. Each has its own place, advantages and disadvantages. For locations
close to the coast, additional treatment such as galvanizing, is required to give protection from
the salt sea air.
Powder or plastic finishes are often chosen for their long-life expectancy, with minimum
decoration. This however should be considered at the design stage as they are more delicate
to install. Any damage caused, during or after installation, to such a finish allows water ingress
that eventually undermines the finish and requires complex attention (re-treating the whole
gate off site). Time, dust and weathering are other forces that can make the product look in
need of decoration and undermine the reason behind the original choice.

Quality metal paint on a treated surface is usually the best all round option, as ongoing
decoration and product maintenance is far more, straight forward. Also, customer choice of
colour is now flexible allowing alternative options.

NB Many powder coated
council signs rot after
strimming cuts lead to
deterioration
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTION AND CONTROL
POWER SUPPLY
The power supply must have adequate protection, have means of local isolation and be
installed so that it complies with the latest Electrical Standards and Regulations according
to its type. It is to be suitable for purpose as required by the system and all associated
(compatible) products using the same feed. Similarly, any future demand requirement should
be fully considered beforehand.

For general guidance every mains supply should be dedicated for the gate system alone,
and not feed other items (lighting etc.).
Usual typical residential system recommendations are for SWA 3 core 2.5mm up to 150m
maximum run, 4mm up to 500m, and 6mm up to 700m. Larger runs may be surveyed for
upon request.
All cables must be adequately protected, secured correctly and with each termination point
connected to the latest current standards.

CONTROL PANEL
The main control panel is usually the point to which all controls and equipment finally connect
into the system. Its location should be close to the system, readily accessible and away from
harm. It should be completely protected from the weather and securely installed.
All cable runs should have easy access to the location of the control panel (controller) and be
serviceable throughout the life of the system. Connection to the controller should be from the
underside so that risk of water ingress is minimised, and all should be insect resistant and
secure.
It is recommended that all control panels be installed within a suitable enclosure (M1) of
external quality and adequately large enough to house all the associated equipment,
complementary to the system. This enclosure should be the termination point for the supply
feed and house all items necessary to ensure local isolation, safe connection and use.
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WHAT MOVES THE PHYSICAL GATE / BARRIER?
OPERATORS AND MOTORS
Operators are the parts or part of the system that move the physical gate or barrier. They are
controlled by the main control panel that acts as the heart of the system, usually interfacing with
most if not all of the equipment and controls for the system.
Most commonly they are either Electro Hydraulic or Electro Mechanical operators and they can
lock (non-reversible) or be non-locking (reversible) throughout.
Some operators can be both (locking/non-reversible and non-locking/reversible) and some can
be locking on opening and non-locking on closing, or vice versa. Each has its own pros and
cons according to system design and customer requirement regarding failure status.
With operator locking, any force or abuse is normally taken by the operator itself and excessive
force damages the unit accordingly. Therefore, locking units are more commonly used in
domestic installations as they minimise the need for additional or supplementary locking that
would otherwise be required for security.
There are numerous types and models of operator on the market today and choosing the right
one is important. Size and shape of the gate, level of use, degree of opening, failure status
required, all contribute to the operator that is best recommended. All operators should move the
gate under an adjustable load setting that is required to be set as safely as possible and yet
functional under reasonable conditions of use. These conditions vary and are most obvious
during weather extremes, just when the system is most needed!

COMMON TYPES INCLUDE:
RAMS usually fitted above ground, onto the gate and support structure.

LINK ARMS usually fitted above ground, onto the support structure and gate leaf also leaf to
leaf or beam to leaf.
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UNDER-GATE usually fitted below ground and controls the pivot point of each gate leaf.

SLIDING usually ground mounted, controlling the lower section of the gate.

BARRIER usually stands alone, controlling the beam that is often free standing.

BOLLARD/BLOCKER built into the physical element as well as half and half (remote pump, etc.).

BLOCKERS
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Some operators are able to provide damping or slow-down at certain points of operation and
can be ideal with systems that require this facility (noise reduction, safety, large/heavy/fragile
gates etc.).
Operators should not have to provide additional load to accommodate gravity or unnecessary
resistance such as poor hinges, obstructive clearances, ground levels, foliage etc. They should
simply replace the need to use manual effort in a normal way, without excessive strain. A gate
or barrier that is restrictive in manual operation is not usually suitable for automation without
modification or adjustment.
Operator choice should be the most suitable long-term solution for the site and job in question
(maximum reliability and serviceable life expectancy). Alternatives are numerous each benefit
as well as disadvantages should be made clear to the owner.
The most popular 1st choice of operator, is an under-gate unit that fits out-of-sight. This option
is often more costly and is less technically beneficial than the second most popular option which
is that of a visible ram or even a link arm type unit.
Many people prefer the under-gate unit (jack type operator) for cosmetic reasons. Also there is
a technical benefit with additional openings up to 180 degrees, or outward swing.

ABOVE OR BELOW
Under-gate Jack operators
usually control the gate by
directly moving the pivot
point of each leaf. This
makes the unit ideal
cosmetically and allows
leaf swing beyond 100
degrees when required.
However controlling the pivot point of the gate, is like opening a door by twisting the hinge, and
therefore is vulnerable to damage due to the loads needed at that small point.
This is highlighted with snap, as the gate changes direction during powered use. Under-gate
operators are only recommended suitable for ‘Domestic’ systems in a low risk of abuse
environment. Another major
consideration is that of
water immersion/ingress
and warranty voidance.
If the water table is high
or the drainage of a unit
foundation box becomes
inadequate, water ingress
and unit failure is increased.
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Ram or link arm units are
usually simpler to install and
maintain, they are visible to
otherwise ignorant abuse
and as they fix part-way
along each gate leaf, they
have an obvious and
sometimes major,
mechanical advantage. Rams are more suitable on multi-user and commercial systems. Manual
release is above ground, making it more reliable and user friendly in operation.
Movement sensors can be ideal safety additions, subject to the operator type, gate construction,
design and environment.
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COMMAND, SAFETY, COMMUNICATIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS
EQUIPMENT
All controls and equipment should be of external build quality, fit-for-purpose and fitted correctly.
They should be wired with appropriate cabling, designed to suit the environment and location of
the system.
Control cables should be of the correct type and adequately protected throughout, with spare
cores provided for additional product support as may be required (spare cores should be
installed to all control items of the system for back-up or double-up as a matter of good working
practice and possible future need).
NB Internally rated cables are not suitable when using externally or within a damp environment.
This can include conduits or cable ducting outdoors.

POOR EXAMPLES ARE:

GOOD EXAMPLES ARE:

Each part should be installed with adequate weather proofing and securely so that it can
resist at least minimal abuse (children, pets, light accidental impact, etc.).
Every part should be located to allow for its safe use, to suit the best performance of the part
and its functionality within the system (weather permitting), as well as customer/user needs.
Combined controls or equipment are commonplace with their description remaining as their
primary function. The command, safety, or other use/facility remains a consequence of their
ability.
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e.g. An audio entry
link gate/door station
that has a code pad
incorporated within
it, is primarily an
audio link unit with
code pad command
ability. An audio link
hand set within a property that has a button to open the system, remains as an audio handset
with command ability.
The use of combined products makes some practical sense, however a failure of one aspect of
the product often puts the other in jeopardy and the items replacement value becomes less
competitive accordingly.
Systems that use combined or complimentary products will need to identify the responsibility of
each part to assist maintenance and product support.
Interactive systems should be designed and built with neutral interface points that are a good
defining location for connectivity between products or systems, with access to isolate and prove
each system status, without interference or influence from another.
All equipment and controls should be chosen to suit the end users current needs as well as
their possible future needs. Current requirements should be clear to the customer, so
alternative or additional components should be recommended as a future consideration
accordingly (e.g. Cost effective, push button only control, to help protect young children from
running out into a busy road, will be of less/little use as the children grow up).

•
•

What needs are likely to affect the system between installation and the
following twenty years?
Are there any local developments planned that could affect the environment
or types of passersby?

Some controls and equipment can be used for more than one function, so they may be
used in command, safety, miscellaneous and other (security, information, etc.) roles.
Three main functional roles are defined in most systems as ‘Command’ telling the system to
operate, ‘Safety’ telling the system to react to its safety protocol and ‘Miscellaneous’ all the
controls and equipment that compliment or complete the functionality of the system, such as
supplementary locking, weatherproof enclosure, letterbox, etc.
Other typical roles could be ‘Intelligence’ the storage or reporting of useful data, such as
number of operations or user’s entering/exiting/balance, car-park-full, etc. ‘Security’ may be
additional alarm sensing for unauthorised use or system abuse. ‘Recording’ could be
registration recognition and recording requirements or policing.
Consequentially ‘Communications’ or ‘Surveillance’ may be a requirement of the owner or
users of a system.
Each category of product has numerous options and choice within, all of which offer different
features, benefits and disadvantages. Every system design and build should include compatible
and suitable items throughout.
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COMMAND OPTIONS
COMMAND
Command controls are the items that give systems a signal to operate. There are dozens of
ways of giving command, some of which are listed below. Usually systems have more than
one means of command, with radio controls the most popular. The successful performance
and life expectancy of a command item is subject to: Environmental suitability, Location and
User friendliness. There must be controls to allow entry AND exit. There is little point in
allowing entry into an area unless a device is located inside to allow for exit.

C1, 2 & 3 REMOTE CONTROLS
There are many different types of remote-control products all of which are designed to give a
level of secure command to the system. Infrared units are less common than radio control, as
they are directional and give restricted use. The majority of remotes are radio control and are
two-part products, Receiver and Transmitter(s) with a variety of frequencies, modes of use
and range of performance.
The type of controls used, should be matched to each system and chosen to give a suitable
level of performance within the environment of use (different types can perform differently
within the same site location).
The receiver unit fitted to the system, should be weatherproof and installed so as to provide
for suitable range, avoiding possible vandalism, abuse, or damage (during garden
maintenance, etc.).
The product of choice
should allow for the ability
to add transmitters without
major difficulty and
assurance of future supply.
Remote controls should not
be used without sight of the
system or reasonable safety cover protecting the users or pedestrians from harm/injury of any
reasonable kind.

C1 SPECIAL
A remote command facility that utilities telephone number recognition. Such options can be
programmed to allow access and the control of systems by authorising individual phones of
choice. The occupant or other such authorised person is allowed access control, by using their
own phone. And thereby saving money, increasing security and miss use, as well as improving
management of the service.
This facility is hugely cost effective as well as completely remotely manageable and allows
direct control over authorisation, regardless of the phone’s location. Adding or removing phone
control, simply and quickly.
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Some products have options that can include time
zones for controlling access at chosen periods and
restricting it outside authorised times. Sometimes
TEXT alerts can be added and tagged to auxiliary
inputs or chosen activities, remotely and according
to each owner’s changing requirements.
Right: Number recognition with relay control options.

C4 KEY SWITCH
Command from a key-switch
is reasonably common and
usually located so that it’s
use is safe and away from
risk of user injury. More
commonly used as an entry
product, key-switches are
also used internally and
sometimes within an override facility (system management panel, etc.).

C4s SPECIAL KEY-SWITCH
Services access switches
are more common on high
use systems, such as multiuser, commercial and
industrial. Their location
should be away from risk
of injury to users and
bystanders alike.
They should be positioned so that they are obvious for official use as required.

C5 PUSH BUTTON
Push button use, is very
common and apparent in
most systems, even if it is
for exit use only or is
incorporated within another
product (audio entry link
hand set, etc.).
The push button should be
suitable for its position/location, the level of use and environmental effects upon it.
The location of each push button varies with customer needs but all should be away from any
likely injury from the system if operated during system movement/use.
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C5t TIMED CONTROL
Timed control over any
command product is used,
subject to system design
and customer/user
requirements. Timed use of
a push button (trade access,
etc.) is the most popular and
should be considered at the
design stage for the system. Battery back-up within the time clock and self-adjustment for
summer/winter time changes can be allowed for.

C5s SPECIAL BUTTON
Typically a break glass can be fitted to give
command under special conditions of use/alarm.
The location and access of such controls should
be designed to suit the system user type and
environment for use.

C6 CODED CONTROL
Code pad entry/exit is very
common especially on
domestic systems, whether
it is a standalone part or
incorporated within another
component of the system
or complimentary system
(audio/video entry panel,
etc.). Options are numerous
and the build types differ across a wide range that feature lighting, vandal resistance etc.

C6s PIN
Personal access codes
that can be time zoned if
required can be built into
the system, using special
controls or features subject
to order (e.g. Activity logs).

C7 & 7s CARD/FOB
READERS
Access cards or fobs of numerous type are regularly used on many systems especially multiuser, commercial and industrial type sites. They often form part of a larger access control
solution and have interface across other systems, most of which require back-up procedures
and record keeping for individual users.
The type of card system should be understood by the customer and user friendly in operation,
with the record keeping requirement identified before installation.
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The ongoing capacity of each unit
should be catered for, along with
the availability of parts, cards/fobs
and product support.

C8, 8t & 8s INDUCTION LOOP
Command from an induction loop is a highly praised feature, common to most high use sites
and properties with long drives.
Entry and/or exit command are available subject to the location, layout of the system and
feasibility of use. All loops identify the movement or presence of a metal object, most commonly
the axle of a vehicle.
The positioning of a loop and its installation, together with the road surface it is laid in and it’s
up-keep, are critical in its performance and reliability. As this is a fragile product that is very
sensitive to damage throughout, great care should be made in the design and build of loop
command for every system and consultation with the customer/user is needed for the layout
and functional requirement of each loop accordingly (loops too close to a gate could be affected
by the gate itself. If too far away, allowing quicker exit response, it may cause the system to
stay open too long on entry, etc.).

Directional loops are used to ignore traffic flow in one direction and yet react to traffic travelling
the opposite way. These are useful with bi-directional traffic flow or extra-long tail requirement
with heightened security.
Items of local interference (high voltage power cables, heated drives, etc.) should be identified
and allowed for within the design as well as moveable fixtures that could also affect the
performance of the product (man hole covers, etc.).

C9 VIA
Command via a complimentary
product or component of the system
is common to most systems. This is
the reaction to, or command request
from, an otherwise standalone item,
typically an audio entry link system,
where the main function is
communications, between visitor
and occupant, with its secondary function that of opening the gate/door etc.
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C9s SPECIAL VIA
This is the interface between a
product or system that is totally
independent but requires command
over it. e.g. A fire alarm that needs
the gate to open and allow firemen
through, etc. Definition is needed
between the interface component’s
maintainer and our equipment for
continued clarification of responsibilities.

C9 REC MOBILE RECOGNITION
Command can be timed and
zoned via a pre-programmed
mobile phone recognition interface.
This facility usually comes as an
option from a GSM based system
and can be available with timed
authorisation if required. This
way some users (cleaners and
gardeners etc.) could have access only during certain times on agreed days without need of a
remote or a PIN.

C10 PHOTO SWITCH
Command by photo-switch type
products is rarely used as it allows
multiple access and limited security
(dogs, cats, rabbits, children, etc.,
can all cause command by simply
obstructing the beam).
They are used in confined locations
where alternative products would not be suitable, typically, a car park ramp that is heated, etc.
Once again, their location and use should be carefully designed and approved by the customer/
users.

C11 TOKEN READER
Token type reader units are
most commonly used in car
park locations that have
regular use from visitors.
Their design and installation
should be undertaken with
the full needs of the
customer and users catered for and an understanding of the product support and running costs
associated with its use agreed before installation.
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C12 IMD
Intelligent Microwave, laser or Radar Detectors can be used to
detect metal objects and act accordingly. Used as a command
device they can be set up to react to the arrival of a vehicle
and open the gate.
Their use is restrictive, and the speed of traffic requires control
so that the detector can work efficiently. They should only be
used when other options are not practical or permissible
(historic protection or such like).

C INHIBIT
An override that inhibits command for a particular reason, such as security alarm, or obstacle
delay, etc.
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WHAT IS USED TO PROVIDE SAFE OPERATION
SAFETY BY DESIGN
Every system can benefit from safe design principles. These look to avoid hazard by
eliminating them or designing likely hazards out of the installation.

SAFETY CONTROLS
Safety controls are devices and equipment that stop or prevent the system from closing/
opening or both, when they detect an obstruction. They often compromise the security of a
system (the safer a system is, the less secure it normally becomes). Security should not take
preference over safety, unless it has justifiable reason. The ultimate decision must lie with the
owner/agent, after clear consideration and review of reasonable consequences (every effort
should be made by the designer/installer to educate customers to the likely consequences or
level of risk taken by the choice made on the safety cover provided).
Guidelines from the DHF, NSI and H&SE
suggest safety is paramount. In general, any
safety issue that can be reasonably foreseen
must be dealt with or accepted by the owner
as a negligible risk which is their responsibility.
The choice and design of adequate safety for
a system should be undertaken with a full
consideration of risk to all users, whether pedestrian, vehicular or otherwise. The review or
assessment of risk should include all likely circumstances that may occur throughout the life of
the system with seasonal variations considered.
The active response of a safety device is to be clearly understood, as well as it’s consequence
on the performance of the system, throughout its operational cycle. e.g. a device designed to
stop a gate could do so when not required to, or a control could re-open a system during
closing when not required, if it is not designed or implemented correctly (a dog/child could
trigger photo-switches and present an alternative risk, etc.).
The physical design, level of use and type of users all have a real bearing on the safety
features recommended. Also, the layout of the system and its location may influence the items
required, along with the bigger picture (overall requirement of the system, in relation to
security/reliable operation etc.).
The type of motor will have an effect on design. A reversible operator may allow for escape if
something or somebody is trapped, whereas a non-reversible or locking unit could entrap
causing additional stress/injury (possible mechanical nutcracker action). Therefore, the level of
protection against the risk of entrapment is far greater with locking operators and additional
steps need to be taken to mitigate this.
The operational logic of a system may have a bearing on the perceived level of protection
needed, but a consideration to logic change should be investigated and additional cover offered
accordingly. Temporary or permanent logic variation has been a requirement of some
customers/users for numerous reasons.
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There are many ways of providing system safety, and they are not just electrical, some are
physical products that can be used to aid the safety or safe use of a system. Such items include
fencing, meshing, barriers, etc. to prevent access to areas of personal injury risk or alike. These
should be evaluated within the original design, as well as re-visited throughout the life of the
system and, any changes that may increase the risk to safe use/operation should be advised to
the owner/agent with action recommended.
The main objective of good safety cover for any system is to prevent injury as well as impact
with traffic and the obvious implications to passengers etc. Experience has proven that it is
more often the moving vehicle that causes most damage, not the moving gate or barrier and
most vehicular accidents happen because the vehicle has driven into a moving system.
Therefore, vehicular devices should be chosen and located to give the best combination of
safety cover for each individual site and likely movement of traffic.
Speed of traffic movement is an important aspect that safety devices should accommodate for.
Traffic slowing right down or coming to a stop (for highway reasons), may need a smaller
protective area, than sites that have longer drives, allowing traffic to motor through at greater
speeds. The reaction time of a driver slowing to avoid a closing system, may be too slow to
avoid impact and the faster the vehicle travels the more likely impact should be considered and
allowed for within the installation design.

S1 PHOTO-SWITCH
Photo-switch safety is the
most common safety device
and is usually positioned
across the opening, in front
of the system. Normally
installed about 400/600mm
above ground level, with
obstruction detection limited to a small area their safety benefit is minimal and pedestrian
protection questionable.
Ideal for protecting vehicles delayed in passing through the opening, a single set will not pick up
obstructions moving into the path of the system, until they are already within the area of
concern. Therefore, photo-switches alone, provide inadequate protection for high use systems
or systems requiring a greater area of protection.

S1-M13 REAR
Entrapment behind a gate,
against a return wall, could
be avoided using photoswitches on posts or similar,
with a compliant reactive
controller.
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S2 INDUCTION LOOP
Induction loop safety is the ideal vehicular safety device and can be positioned to protect large
areas. More than one loop can be used to extend the safe area, including approach areas.
Ideal on all high use sites and systems with vehicles travelling at reasonable speeds (the higher
the speed the greater the area for reaction time is needed). However, the greater the area of
safety, the longer the system will react to it. Where security is required, safety will be a
compromise that needs to be agreed and designed into the system.
The position and installation quality of all loops has a direct effect on their reliability and life
expectancy. Also, the drive condition and its maintenance, as well as movement, or the effects
of interfering items need to be accounted for accordingly.

S2s SPECIAL LOOP
Under-gate or system affected loop protection may only become activated during stand-by or
non-operation and therefore could be ideal under conditions that require a larger safe area but
remain restricted in build/available space.

S3 STOP BUTTON
Stop or ‘dead man’s’
buttons are more often
used in commercial or
industrial applications.
Their location and position
should be agreed, along
with the operational effect
they have, during the
design stage of a system.
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S4 SIGNALLING LIGHT
Operational, or flashing
lights are commonplace in
Europe, but less requested
in the UK. A light that comes
on during the operation of
the system is a good safety
feature and essential with
systems that are otherwise
unseen (bollards, rising kerbs, etc.).
Often vandalised, they can also raise light pollution issues with neighbours and attract
unwanted attention.

S4s TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Traffic flow light systems are ideal with bollard type installations that drop down below the
bonnet of a vehicle. Without them the user may not know when it is clear to pass.
The location and viewing
angle is of importance as
well as on-going
maintenance and product
reliability/support. It is very
important to consider all
types of users, authorised
and otherwise, the direction
of traffic and the likely speed of vehicles using the entrance.
A green light can encourage complacency and may be misinterpreted as a ‘go’ command for
users! Human nature could take over and a vehicle could drive into the path of a closing
system, without adequate delay or warning! This may be highlighted when two way traffic flow is
required through the same entrance. Additional safety should be installed to allow for any
such condition.

S5 POSITION INDICATION
Quite rare in use, position
indication is required when
the physical/electronic
position of a system is
important to the customer/
agent. This may arise from
both security and safety
needs and is more often
used in commercial or industrial locations.
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S6 SAFETY EDGE
Safety edges/strips are
devices that react from the
detection of a physical
presence and are most
often used as a pedestrian
safety product. The
movement of a vehicle at
impact would little doubt cause damage regardless.
Most common on sliding gates, they are a highly regarded form of safety that protects against
overlapping or shearing forces, as well as dragging, crushing and entrapment, all subject to the
set-up and design of activation on the system (stop, stop and reverse, reopen, etc.).
Vulnerable to vandalism and abuse, their position, protection, use and deployment should be
carefully considered within the whole system design.

S7 MIRRORS
Strategically placed mirrors can provide improved visibility
around systems.
Used as a cautious aid in locations with restrictive view, on
some sites they can provide a better solution than a traffic
light system

S8 SAFETY CURTAIN
Safety curtains are invisible
fences of detection that
provide a field of protection
across two given points.
This makes them a far
better pedestrian safety
device than photo-switch
cover. Their limitations are otherwise similar to photo-switches and a greater area of protection
would require additional devices.

S9 PHYSICAL
Mesh and Finger guards
can be fitted to physically
protect areas of the
installation and restrict
access accordingly. More
common as cages around
open sliding gates they are
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often removable to allow
access for servicing by
authorised persons only.
The size and shape of
mesh will need to adhere
to the latest requirements
and be fitted to the product
to suit best performance and use.

S10 IMD
Intelligent Microwave or Radar Detectors can be used to detect
objects and act accordingly.
Used as a safety device they can be set up to react to the
presence of an obstruction and act as required. More than one
may be required to protect either side of the opening (subject
to need).

S11 TRAFFIC CALMING
GRANITE SETS etc.
Traffic calming and speed
control are very important
when designing suitable
safety cover.
Rows of granite, or similar,
under the gate can aid the
performance of safety and
improve under-gate
tolerances particularly in
poor weather conditions
and snow.
Fast traffic slowing down,
takes longer and some have been known
to hit the gate, before the gate has had
chance to stop and reopen!
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S12 ENCODING DEVICE
Encoders can be built into
some operators as a
standard feature, but for
others they may be added
as a retro fit item. In
conjunction with a suitably
compatible control panel
(Controller) they can be set
to stop and reverse the direction of travel, of a gate, door or barrier, etc. upon impact or greater
restriction than would normally be found during usual operation.
NB External force will affect system performance, an example may be that of high wind
resistance causing obstacle detection without physical presence.
Also, this technology relies upon all the electrical circuitry, motor operation etc. remaining fully
operational at point of greatest need.

S13 MANNED
Manned control would
usually indicate safety
devices were not needed.
However human error being
what it is, safety control
back-up is always a worthy
consideration and should be
recommended and designed
into the system accordingly. Using this system, it is important to advise TRAINED users that
they are responsible for the safety of the gates when they are operating them. Manned control
is therefore useful in some circumstances when other safety devices are not possible and is
normally used with ‘hold to run’ operation.

S INHIBIT
Safety override inhibiting safety during special conditions. This is a high risk setting that has to
be fully approved by the owner and requires the owner to be completely aware of the likely
consequences. High security locations etc.

SURVEILLANCE
Remote surveillance may be a requirement of the system and it could affect user behaviour, but
the design and implementation of adequate safety cover should remain unaffected by its
presence.
Remote control of the system by CCTV should be agreed under a suitable risk review and
back-up safety devices installed just-in-case.
Safety controls protect a specific area, so a combination of devices is good practice. All
systems should have appropriate safety cover, the higher the usage of the system the more
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likely the chance of accidents. All products used should fail safe, so that their failure restricts, or
stops operation accordingly. The need for reliability and effectiveness of devices is a very high
requirement of all customers/agents and their removal in light of the customers overriding need
for a working system should be avoided.
Educating users to the correct methods of use, both automatic
and manual, are to be encouraged at all times, with back-up
instructions readily available. Signage and other visible notices
should be displayed around the installation accordingly.

Systems can now be interfaced with the internet offering web
access to pictures across the net and down loadable to many
devices.
This can allow many occupants to view or police areas of an
estate as required. Gates, play areas, ponds and other such
hazards may be covered within a local plan or simply viewing
wildlife or natural events, as well as offering a deterrent.
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AUDIO, VIDEO, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, OTHER
M3, 4, 5 & SPECIALS
Audio, Video, Mobile, Hard Wired, Wireless or SIP, are all forms of communication platforms
that intercoms use, to transmit communications, allowing visitors to communicate with
occupants and vice versa, which is often a necessary feature/requirement of a complete
system.
If restricted access is imposed, even for a short period of time, communications between the
point of access and an occupant is often needed.
The number of points of contact from the entrance, back to each occupant/location requiring
communications and or surveillance should be considered and catered for within the overall
system’s design. Also, any likely additional points for future expansion should be allowed for.
Command (C9) or control back from each occupant point should be designed into the system
accordingly.
Extensions and satellites are
often needed if side gates,
exit control or additional
communication/ control
points, are to link into the
main solution.
NB Reliable connectivity and the consequence of reduced performance needs careful
consideration. We would strongly advise products that prioritise the ‘connection and control’
over ‘nice to have images and videos’. The latter will create connection delays that could
jeopardise communications and can result in a possible delay in the ability to open a gate, as
the response time is extended due to the amount of data transmitting. The more data you
transmit, the greater the delay.
CCTV Hard wire,
microwave, or web-based
products and services are
available to compliment
installations. Background
lighting inferred or low lux
options, together with black
and white or colour features
can be provided. Recording systems and monitors are added
to complete each installation as to the specific needs of the
customer.
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MSI – MONITORING SYSTEM INTERFACE
Monitoring and Reporting Interface specialist devices or interfaces can
monitor and report system status, activity and notification. Some devices
can issue notification of use or misuse on alternative platforms.
Customised SMS text messaging is an example of this and would enable
notification of particular events or similar. A text acknowledging the arrival of
staff or services such as a cleaner etc.
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MISCELLANEOUS OPTIONS
Miscellaneous items are the other essential components of a system that make it
complete. These items are often overlooked at the initial design stage and can seem less
important. If consideration is not given early enough, the cost of including such items
later can be far greater than it need be.

M1 ENCLOSURE(S)
A suitable protective, weatherproof and rust resistant, enclosure to house the power termination
and isolation switch, together with the control panel and all other electrical control interfaces
should be included on all system designs.
Where practical to do so, the enclosure should house all associated and connective control
junction/termination points that complement the system (example; audio link power
supply/controller, time clock, maintenance socket, etc.).

Enclosures should be securely installed, above ground, in a location that is accessible and
serviceable to the system as well as out of harm’s way. They should be lockable and all
connections undertaken so that the integrity of the enclosure is withheld (all access points
vertical from the underside, so that water ingress is least likely).
Effort should be made to ensure insect and rodent damage is not likely and all cables connected
in a mechanically sound way with approved connectors.
Metal enclosures are not suitable for installations that require the radio control receiver unit to be
housed within (signal strength reduction is greater when housed by metal).

M2 LOCKING DEVICE
Both Electric and Magnetic locks are used regularly on automatic systems, for both vehicular and
pedestrian products. Mechanical locks are mostly used on manual pedestrian/side gates only.
Electric or magnetic can fail secure or release, with or without back-up, as well as latch or
pulse, constant, switch or periodical. Some have manual override or key release.
The type of lock and it’s method of use are all relevant to their purpose on a specific System. All
are only as effective as their fixing and security (a strong keep or lock, fitted securely, to a weak
base may fall below requirements).
Locks provide security and often take the
security role of the system. Therefore, great
care and thought is needed with their design
and implementation on a system. Also, the
effect of abuse and the need to release
during a power or system failure is important.
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Multi-user sites that have non-locking
operators and supplementary magnetic
locking offer an ideal solution that caters for
the majority of cases. As the power fails the
gates revert to safe manual operation and
users are not trapped in or outside. When
the power comes back, the first command
activates the system, and everything goes
back to normal, without the need to find release keys or someone to help (bills are not raised
by maintainers as everything resets without user intervention).
The same design would not be suitable for sites where security is the greater requirement and
either operator locking or fail secure locking may be better suited. This time someone with a
release key would be necessary and damage would occur if this system was forced at any time.

M2m CODE LOCK
Manual code locks are used when restricted
access is required and power is not
available. Mainly used on pedestrian gates,
either single or dual sided as access and
gate design requires.

M7 INHIBIT
Hold open, inhibit, disengage, control and
switch, etc. are all features that can be
requirements of the system. Some systems
have a ‘Hold open’ facility to enable a system
to be left open until it is required to close
(builder’s access, party time, emergency,
etc.).

M7s SPECIAL
Via an alarm or other such independent system that has a requirement for hold open interface
with the entrance, or part of it.

•
•
•

Fire open, stay open etc…
Security inhibit optional etc…
Flood close inhibit entry etc…

M8 LETTERBOX
Environmentally suitable letterbox.
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M9 SWITCHING
Automatic or manual
switching of lighting may be
a requirement of the system
design.

M10 CLOSERS
Pedestrian or side/manual
gate closers are used to
return manual gates back
to the closed position,
upholding the need for the
gate in the first place.

M11 MANAGEMENT
A combination of
management controls and
overrides of a system may
be required and are
common with sites of high
security.
‘Hold Open Display’
‘Open or Closed indication
display’ etc.

M12 DECELERATORS
Cushioning devices to absorb impact are useful to avoid noise
issues, mainly from manual gates, but also from some
automated swing/sliding gates.

M13 SUPPORT POSTS
Support posts to house
controls or devices such
as the audio link or a card
reader, at a convenient
location.
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ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
That assist with customer needs for the installation

INTELLIGENCE
Devices may be added to systems for the gathering of intelligence that a customer or service
provider requires, such as who is using a system and when.

SECURITY
Devices may be added to a system that would alert customers/agent to the unauthorised
access, forced entry or abuse of a system. They may be physically attached or locally sensing
with covert or overt presence.

RECORDING
Operational recording equipment can be added to systems as well as diagnostic readers for
numerous purposes.
Database access control may be added, vehicular recognition etc.

RECOGNITION
Number plate readers are used for different reasons from parking, through to alerting
authorised persons (subject to design and requirement).

REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS
Remote interrogation of some features can be provided for, with more development in this area
underway.
It is good practice to allow for the possible addition of such complimentary controls and equipment
by installing the right ducting and spare cable cores within the systems original configuration and
physical design.
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SYSTEM HANDOVER AND CUSTOMER/USER TRAINING
New owners or tenants of an existing installation should have adequate or better instruction
training and awareness of their inherited responsibilities.
Every new or upgraded system should be commissioned or handed over, with the customer, or
their agent and / or the users present (where practical to do so). A full explanation with
instruction should be given in respect to the correct use of all controls and equipment, including
the proper use of any manual override or release.
A focus on any dangers in operation or safety risk should be given, highlighting any area of
potential concern or likely consideration subject to change of use or future use / environment /
landscaping etc.
A user guide should be handed over for customer reference and instruction that includes
regular checks and visual inspection of all of the controls and equipment installed, as well as
anything causing obstruction or hindrance to the performance of the system.
Basic and simple system care advice should be explained and a clear guide to the accessing of
after sales support and service.

TYPICAL HANDOVER DETAILS

•
•
•
•
•

System address and location
Instructions for use. Manual release instruction and System details
Maintenance and servicing plans ‘The schedule’
Check Lists. Programming record. Declaration of conformity
New owner support documentation

Typical Manufacturer records, to include copies of all the above, plus:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Photographic records
Test/matrix report
System report up-date
Complete history of events and communications
Recommendations and account management
Performance report
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WHAT LABELLING AND SIGNAGE IS REQUIRED
Every system should be uniquely identifiable by individual labelling so that clarification of the
system can be clearly agreed to all parties.
Contact details of the
current maintainer/service
provider should be readily
accessible on site, for every
system.
Warning labels should be
clearly affixed at all areas
of risk to users and
bystanders.
Instruction/name plaques
should be clearly visible
and adequate in form, for
all users throughout the
expected periods of use
(day/day and night). They
should be positioned in a suitable, safe location away from potential harm.
Adequate signage is often required to give users information or warning and should be a
consideration within the system design according to system type, location and user needs.
Please take care and if practical to do so, avoid fitting signage to open-design gates as
this can add to wind resistance and affect the performance of the operators and system.
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SYSTEM SUPPORT IS REQUIRED THROUGHOUT THE LIFE OF
THE SYSTEM
SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE FOR LIFE
All systems require adequate inspection, servicing and maintenance throughout their life.
Reasonable care should be made in this consideration during the design and build.
A review of each system’s
potential risk for injury or
damage to property (risk
matrix score or similar)
should be undertaken every
six months, or upon first
reported fault visit, or sooner
if circumstances dictate.
Potential hazards are to be identified and recommendations supplied for correction or reduction
according to severity.
Access to all components
should be reasonably
achievable and the use of
serviceable parts
throughout should be
allowed for, together with
the availability of spare
parts during the life
expectancy of the system.
If long lead times for
replacement of any
component are likely, then
alternatives should be
considered, or
contingencies accepted
beforehand. High security
sites may need spares built or stored in case of emergency that are readily available upon
requirement or within a reasonable period.
Component manufacturer’s recommendations should be taken into consideration unless their use
within the system or environment has an overriding effect on them and the usual conditions of
use are not met. Special adaption or modification of any parts used, should be understood and
authorised by the customer accordingly.
The designer/installer/maintainer of any system, should propose a formal servicing plan with
‘Technical file’ accounting for all works undertaken on every system, together with any
recommendations given and a full installation/servicing history. Risk reviews for safety and
system functionality should be carried out on a regular basis with cooperation from the
customer/users accordingly.
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Operator loads, and forces should be tested and left in good working order with suitable
adjustment made. Any need for excessive operator force should be reported accordingly and
safety considerations raised where reasonably practical to do so.
The technical file should be available for customer view and hold all detail appertaining to the
system from proposal through to current day. Details should include, but not be limited to; the
original proposal together with any variation and order acknowledgement; drawings and
diagrams with as built correction; component list and service schedule; engineering time and
materials register; variations; modifications; recommendations outstanding and undertaken; work
sheets and activity register; safe operation and use risk review with any proposals; system
report; details of who has been involved in whatever aspect of the system including input by
others, product interface, outside influencing factors, accounts, customer feedback etc.
Recommendation typical priority order assuming all high-risk hazards are corrected.

•
•
•
•
•
•

RELIABILITY

First

SAFETY

Close Second and always considered

SECURITY

Third

CONVENIENCE

Fourth

UPGRADE

Fifth

COSMETICS

Sixth

All recommendations for system improvement should be prioritised in the above order so that the
most important are dealt with first.
Customers should be
encouraged to open and
keep their own system file
within their own property
records. This file should
hold copies of all relevant
details and information
appertaining to any activity,
or correspondence relating to the system.
Customers that have more than one system should hold independent files on each, so that
clarity may be gained from information relevant to the system in question.

END OF LIFE REVIEW
As systems get older their reliable use is compromised by individual component failure. There
are approximately 40 major components in the average installation, each one could have
dozens of critical parts. As systems age, any failure of these parts/components will impact on
the performance and reliability of the system. With hundreds of parts to every installation, there
comes a time when the best course of action would be a major upgrade or replacement. At this
point, a design review with a more suitable installation often results in longer life expectancy
and improved performance. Some of the original parts may have the ability to be reused in
certain circumstances.
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MAINTENANCE SCHEDULES (PER ENTRANCE)
Regular maintenance schedules for each installation should be drawn up by the system
manufacture and be handed over to the owner or their representative, for each system. There is
a legal obligation for owners to ensure that their power operated system, remains safe and is
maintained accordingly.
The schedule should list a set number of
standard site visits required and the level
and type of use or abuse of the installation
should be reviewed in keeping with any
change. High use or server conditions
usually requires more regular maintenance
and site visits throughout the year. Each schedule should list the activity required on site of
each part of the system, in an attempted to keep the system safe and in reasonable service.
Each visit should include servicing, inspection and reporting of the system, with the current
state or condition of items as well as an overall safety review of it, investigations toward the
general functionality of the system together with any changes or adjustments required upon the
system, keeping adequate records of same.
Tests and checks of all equipment, controls and other such items should be recorded with any
recommendation made according to continued system reliability and or safe function.
Damage, ware and tear and suspect items, should have repair or upgrade recommendations
submitted for instruction as soon as able, along with any modification requests.
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TYPICAL SCHEDULES INCLUDE, BUT NOT LIMITED TO;
USER APPRAISAL

Does the system work as required by the users?

SYSTEM APPRAISAL

Is the system suitable and fulfilling its purpose?

SAFETY MATRIX UPDATE

Is the system safe and what else could be offered or done?

SYSTEM REPORT UPDATE

Is the system as previously recorded, what changes if any?

PHYSICAL SUPPORT

Are the supports and their foundations reasonably sound?

FURNITURE AND FIXINGS

Is the furniture and are the fixings in good order?

STOPS

Are the stops active and secure?

GATE

Is the gate in reasonable order and sound?

LEVELS AND GAPS

Are the ground levels and working gaps in order?

OPERATION

Does the gate move correctly, free of obstruction?

ELECTRICAL

Enclosures, cables, glands, ducts, conduits, etc. in order?

OPERATORS

Operator service and check fixings and performance.

FORCE

Power loadings test and adjustment as required?

MANUAL OVERRIDE

Is the manual control of the system in order?

CONTROLLER

Does the controller perform correctly under all needs?

COMMAND

Do all command items work correctly and in fair state?

SAFETY

Do all safety devices and features perform correctly?

MISCELLANEOUS

Is each Misc. item in order?

COMMUNICATIONS

Does the communications facility function as required?

INTERFACES

Are all interfaces operational where required (alarm?)?

ASSOCIATED

Do all associated items perform as required (Lighting)?

Each servicing visit inspects and tests each aspect of the installation where able at the time of
inspection. Items untested for any reason could be viewed in a poor light or disregarded
accordingly.
Work sheets and reports with suggestions and recommendations are created either during or
shortly after each visit.
All data is filed within the system file and photographic records added as able.
The reliable safe operation of all systems is a priority in both powered and manual use and any
item considered to jeopardise this should be replaced or removed, subject to type.
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RISK MATRIX SCORING REVIEW
Systems should be regularly re-scored in line with the latest release of the Risk Matrix
Platform and action taken to improve the safe use of each accordingly.
New methods, products
and service are constantly
coming to market and
consequentially rendering
some old ones as less
beneficial. A review of all
safety options should be
made and investment
toward the most effective
encouraged accordingly.
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REPAIRS AND MODIFICATIONS
Repairs and modifications on any system can be classified into one of the following:

ALIKE REPAIRS
Straight forward component replacement with little, if any, change upon the system other than
minor adjustment or recoding, etc.

ALTERNATIVE REPAIRS
An alternative to the alike option, often required when parts are obsolete or less suitable than
a current replacement part. These works are otherwise similar to the alike repair without any
substantial change to the system, other than minor adjustment or recoding, etc.

UPGRADE
Works that upgrade the system in a particular way. Additional or new parts that enhance the
installations safe use, performance, reliability, durability or service, that are other than a major
modification or overhaul, etc.

MODIFICATION
A clear change or addition to the system that affects its, life expectancy, performance, function
or service.

OVERHAUL
Usually new automation on an existing gate, or similar. Also including servicing of the gate and
often renewed furniture and fixing.

EXTRAS
Additional items that enhance the installation or provide more features or functionality and
alike (typically adding communications or surveillance etc.).

REPLACEMENT
Starting again with a new similar system, including gate, furniture and alike.

ALTERNATIVE INSTALL
A complete replacement often with a totally different system and or building, civil and
landscaping alterations.

MAJOR UPGRADE OR SYSTEM REPLACEMENT
If a major upgrade or system replacement is required, it can be the ideal time to consider what
current changes, features and benefits would make this a more useful installation going
forward. Currently the major automation equipment manufacturers suggest the life expectancy
of components is seven to ten years within a suitable environment with regular maintenance.
What would ‘better’ look like?
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OTHER USEFUL POINTS TO CONSIDER
LIFE EXPECTANCY REVIEW
Original system’s design and installed life estimate and the remaining life estimate, pre and
post works?

WORTHINESS
Economy of repair over remaining reliable life. Is it worth the works or should an alternative be
considered?

LIFE OWNERSHIP COST
How much does the system cost over its life, including all servicing, maintenance and general
wear and tear costs.

LONG TERM VALUE
Any under engineering, or shortfalls in the design, at the time of the original system’s
installation will cost far more than the saving it offered, within a shorter time than is usually
expected. Also, the inconvenience and added risks increase substantially.

WISE INVESTMENT
Do it right first time and if in doubt Please do not do it at all!

DHF TS11 CODE-OF-PRACTICE
First published June 2016 and updated accordingly. This code is a comprehensive guide to
safer system installations and one we are happy to comply with, or better than, as best as
able.
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